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EDITORIAL
With this issue, the General Secretariat of
UCLG - Africa undertakes to launch the
publication of the Africa Review of Local
Finance. Such a journal is quite topical.
Indeed, most African countries are implementing decentralization policies that
assign more and more responsibilities,
including financial ones, to territorial governments at the
sub-national level. The African Charter on the Values and
Principles of Decentralization and Local Development
adopted in June 2014 by the last Conference of Heads of
States and Governments of the African Union, recognizes
the financial autonomy as one of the key attributes of regional and local governments. This shows the importance
of local finance at the heart of decentralization policies,
and without local finance it is not possible to really speak
of decentralization.
The generalization of decentralization policies and the
growing concomitant power of local and regional governments will give an increasingly important weight to local
finance in public finances. Though today this weight can
be deemed negligible, the situation will most likely not
be the same a few years from now, thanks to the progress
made in terms of local democracy and the pressure exercised by the population for better services catering to the
needs of the local population, local governments will be
called upon to intervene more in the establishment of local
investment and in the search for the required funds.
In order to prepare for these developments UCLG - Africa
took the initiative to set up an Observatory of Local Finance in Africa, which will be moderated by the Network
of CFO’s of Local Governments in Africa, also known as

AFRICA FINET Network.
This Review of Local Finance is meant to be a space for
dissemination of the findings of the Observatory of Local
Finance, a place for debate, exchange of ideas and experience, and benchmarking open to anyone interested in the
local finance in Africa, starting with the professionals of
the AFRICA FINET Network, but obviously also local
officials, central governments officials, representatives
of African integration institutions, development banks,
financial institutions, and members of the academia, in
short, all the stakeholders who, directly or indirectly, have
influence over the status and destiny of local governments
finance in Africa, or stakeholders who have some reflected
in some articulated manner on the issue of local governments finance.
Initially, the journal will be published once a year. Ultimately, the goal is, within two years, to increase its frequency.
Your opinions, comments and critiques are welcome for
the Africa Review of Local Finance to become better organized, more professional, useful, and fun to read. So thank
you for your very expected contributions.
Meanwhile, please receive our best wishes for 2015.

Jean Pierre ELONG MBASSI
Secretary General, UCLG Africa
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Loc a l f i n a n ce management in Afric a: Convergenc e and D ivergenc e of Syst em s
-an African Observatory on Local Finance,
-an exchange platform for CFOs to share practices and
knowledge on the African scale,
- an African Review on local finance
- an annual report on the state of local finance in Africa
To this end, the network has made it possible to collect
nearly one hundred and thirty financial accounts and questionnaires on local finance and the resource-sharing system
between the National Government and local governments.
This article is fed by the analysis of these financial statements and questionnaires ; its purpose is to establish a
common understanding of diversity and problems of local
finance and financial decentralization in Africa.
The sections below come from the processing and analysis of questionnaires of 153 African cities from the thirtytwo following countries Tunisia (6), Mauritania (6), Sierra
Leone (1), Niger (2), Burkina Faso (5), Cote d’Ivoire (7), Benin
(6), Guinea Bissau (6), Central African Republic( 6), Gabon (1),
Kenya (6), Tanzania (6), Uganda (7), Burundi (6), Mozambique
(3), Zimbabwe (4) Nigeria (6), Mali (4) Cape Verde (6), Senegal
(5), Gambia (1), Togo (6), Guinea Conakry (6) Chad (6) Cameroon (1) Morocco (3), Madagascar (6), Ethiopia (6 ), Rwanda (6),
Mauritius (6), Malawi (6), and Swaziland (1).

1. Pream ble
Local finances are «the sinews of war” in that they affect the ability of local governments to implement local
public policies. This is why UCLG-A has set up the African network of local finance professionals (Africa Finet)
with the aim of disseminating the experience and practices
in terms of financial management of local governments;

promoting the exchange of experience and best practice
between network members; strengthening the capacity of
City Financial Officers in performing their duties; contributing to the institutional strengthening of local governments ; and promoting the mobilization of internal and
external resources for local governments.
On the other hand, the network aims at developing advocacy in order to: strengthen the financial autonomy for local
governments; improve their financial management; ensure
a fair sharing of resources between the National Government and local governments ; ensuring local governments’
credibility when they wish to have access to loan or the
financial market; promoting the efficient and effective delivery of local public services; and to have a fresh thinking
and an African discourse on financial decentralization.
In order to accomplish its missions, the network will rely
on three main instruments:

2 . The financial resources of African cities.
Local taxation is at the heart of decentralization efficiency. Indeed, tax
efficiency (the decisions on public
expenditures made locally are more
likely to reflect the demand for local
services than decisions taken by a distant national government), allocation
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Loc a l f i n a n ce management in Afric a: Convergenc e and D ivergenc e of System s
Thus, in the overwhelming majority of African countries,
the determination of local taxes, and therefore of the tax
base, is under the Parliament’s jurisdiction ; its evaluation
and enrolment are under the tax authorities’ jurisdiction.
Cities rarely have the power to define their tax base. This
situation is compounded by the context of consolidation
of the macroeconomic policy where the taxation level is
set at national level; local tax collection (hence the tax
base) is a derivative of the national levy.

efficiency (because they are closer to the voters, and therefore better controlled, local governments produce services
cheaper than the National Gouvernement), and productive
efficiency (the populations are more willing to pay for services that meet their priorities especially if they participated in the decision making regarding the provision of such
services) are closely related to the fiscal leeway available
to cities in terms of tax base, rates and collection of tax
proceeds. The responsibility of local officials is central to
the effectiveness of local public policy because it highlights
the choice of citizens - voters between different taxation
offerings and the related expenses. Politicians who decide
on these expenses and who derive thereof in parallel a political benefit should be those who decide on taxes and bear
the political cost thereof. This is why the analysis of cities’
leeway in terms of rates, tax base and collection is an indicator of the quality and efficiency of the decentralization
process.
Though African decentralization is politically diverse,
cities’ own resources have common foundations, drawing
from the same source; one can find mainly the business
license, the property tax on developed land, the land tax on
undeveloped land, and the housing tax. Although many
other taxes on economic activities, residence taxes, road
tax and other licenses do exist, their proceeds are marginal
in the total resources of local governments.
Three categories of local taxes provide to local governments
almost all of their resources; it is the property tax, the tax on
economic activity and the tax related to residence.
The figure below informs about cities’ leeway in terms of
local taxes. The findings are striking because on average only
17% of cities have total control of their local taxes base.
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F i g u re 1 : Ci ties ’ l eeway in ter ms of tax c ollec tion
Total Control
17 %

No Control
30 %

Good Control
18 %

Poor Control
30 %

Average Control
5%

capabilities of technical managers of cities. Is there a divide between the cities in Francophone countries and their
Anglophone counterparts in the control of the local tax
base? The figure below suggests that “Francophone” and
“Anglophone” cities are not fairly distributed in the different categories. Thus, if one looks at the 17% of cities
that have full control over their tax base, two-thirds are
“Anglophone” cities, which indicates a greater attention
being paid to tax issues in the Anglophone decentralization processes. The cities that control part of their tax base
are on average more or less fairly divided between Anglophone and Francophone cities. At the other end, one-third
of the cities that have no control over their tax base are
Francophone and two thirds are Anglophones.

However, more than half of the cities, (53%), have partial
control over the local taxes base. Thus, 18% of cities have
leeway on the base over two-thirds their local taxes, 5% of
the cities controlling the tax base of 50% to 60% of their
local taxes, and 30% controlling the tax base of 10% to
50% of local taxes.
These overall results show the omnipresence of the National Government in the definition of the tax base and
its control. It is in fact the local services of the National
Government that conduct the tax consensus to better understand the local tax base. Local taxation consists indeed
in direct taxation in all African countries except for South
Africa where the bulk of municipal revenues are derived
from the surtax on the billing of water and electricity. The
fact is that direct taxation requires a level of institutional
development that cities do not always have. Indeed, direct
taxes being pegged to populations’ capacity to pay taxes,
the definition of the bases of each tax, as well as the waivers, tax breaks, and tax reductions, generally exceed the
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Figure 2 : Control over the tax base across “Anglophone” and “Francophone” cities

The leeway offered to cities in terms of local tax rates is greater than the one for the tax base. This is why, from the data sample,
30% of local governments have the power to decide on the rate of all their taxes and levies. Two cases are identified: in some
countries the leeway is total, whereas in some countries the leeway lies within a range set by the National Government. For 32%
of cities, controlling the rate relates to at least half of their local taxes. Finally, if 30% of the cities only control the rate of less
than half of taxes and levies, 10% of cities on the other hand have no control over the rate of their taxes and levies.

Figure 3 : Cities’ leeway in ter ms of tax rates to be applied
No Control
30 %

Total Control
17 %

Poor Control
30 %

Good Control
18 %

Average Control
5%
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This limitation of taxation advocated by most countries goes beyond the framework of cities’ own resources, it hinders more
generally the financing of local governments, including through loans. Indeed, the fiscal autonomy of local governments is
evaluated from their power to raise taxes ; limiting taxation in the country is treated as an increase of the price of credit, in
the sense that for the financial markets, it increases the risk of debtor default. The other constraint is the structure of local
taxes. If local tax revenues are particularly unstable, it is clear that the cyclicality of revenues is itself a risk that financial
markets internalize by passing on the effects to the cost of borrowing.
The tradition of control of local tax rates by cities seems to be stronger in Anglophone areas than in Francophone areas.
Thus, among the cities - all areas combined - that have a total control over their rates, 71% are from the Anglophone area.
Their weight remains dominant in the other categories of cities having a partial control over the rate of local taxes. Nonetheless, the weight of “Anglophone” cities seems more significant in the category of cities that have no control over the rate
of any of their local taxes.

F i g u re 4 : C o ntro l o f l o cal tax rates ac ross “Ang lophone” and “Franc ophone” c i ti es
64%
No Control

Poor Control

67%
Average Control

33%
Good Control

85%
Total Control

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Francophone

100%
Anglophone

Of the three elements that are part of fiscal leeway (tax base, rates and collection), collecting the proceeds of local taxes is the
most decentralized one. Indeed, one third of cities do collect all proceeds of all local taxes while 36% of cities are in charge
of collecting more than two thirds of local taxes. If one adds to this the 2% of the cities that collect the proceeds of 50% to
60% of their local taxes, a little more than 71% of the cities collect the proceeds of at least half of their local taxes.
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Figure 5 : Cities’ leeway in the collection of taxes and levies

No Control
19 %

Total Control
33 %

Poor Control
10 %

Average Control
2%

Good Control
36 %

These results are instructive in more ways than one : First, decentralization processes have chosen to involve the proximity of
local governments to the local taxpayers to improve debt collection rates ; the responsibility of local governments in raising
awareness of good citizenship and payment of local taxes is obvious to the legislator. Other local tax collection methods are
tested, in particular the involvement of the private sector . This is the case in some cities of Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda
that privatize the collection of local taxes; to private operators.
The collection of local taxes by the cities themselves seem to be, all things being equal, more common in Anglophone areas
than in Francophone area. In cities that collect the proceeds from all local taxes, 85% are Anglophone, while Francophone
cities represent 67% of the cities that collect the proceeds of more than two-thirds of their local taxes. Among the cities collecting the proceeds of 50% to 60% of their local taxes, a little more than one third are Anglophone while all cities collecting
the proceeds of less than half of their local taxes are Francophone. Finally, 64% of cities that do not collect any proceeds
from local taxes are Anglophone.
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Figure 6 : Control over the collecting of local taxes across Francophone and Anglophone cities
64%

No Control
Poor Control
67%

Average Control
33%

Good Control
85%

Total Control
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

This first analysis was used to take stock of the diversity of
African cities in terms of tax base, rates and collection of
local taxes. The analysis also identified a number of specific cases. The city of Port Harcourt (Nigeria) has a 100%
control over its tax rate ; however, it has no control over
its tax base and over the collection of its taxes and levies
(0%). In the other direction, the cities of Ikeja (Nigeria)
and Bujumbura (Burundi) have no control over their rate
and tax base (0%), but have power to collect the proceeds
of taxes and levies (100%). Finally, the ideal scenario is
that of the city of Basse (Gambia) that controls its potential, its tax base, and the collection of the proceeds of its
taxes and levies.
Though the ideal model for African cities is to control the
entire tax base for the rates and the collection of proceeds
of local taxes, one should not forget that this may have
a «cost». Indeed, the greater the tax autonomy granted to
local governments, the more these authorities are exposed
to the cyclicality of revenues and the greater the risk of
conflict with the macroeconomic targets at a national level. Concerning this last point, one understands well the
economic inefficiency that could result from a total tax

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

freedom. The example of Tanzania illustrates the case.
The number of local taxes and levies varies from 25 to 60
according to the district in question (local governments).
The same goes for the applied rates that vary from simple
to double depending on the districts. In addition to these
distortions between areas from the economic standpoint
induced by a differential in taxation, the double taxation
of activities (local taxation and national taxation) is a further constraint to economic efficiency.
In some countries, the legislation states that the economic
activities give rise to the collection of taxes by the National
Government and local governments. There is no coordination between the National Government and local governments about taxation. While the Minister of Finance must
approve the creation of new taxes, he may at most only
postpone the creation of such taxes. From the economic
standpoint, the duplication of (local and national) taxes
and the conflicting goals between the national and local
policies (concerning exports for example) are numerous.
These coordination conflicts are also to be found in other
parts of the world, such as in Sweden.
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3. Financial tr a ns fer s fr o m the N a t i o n a l G ove r n m e n t t o c i t i e s
The National Government’s financial transfers to local governments have three goals in the various countries. In the first
place, the goal is to reduce the vertical imbalance in order to cover the cost of the transferred powers. The National Government has transferred a number of powers to the cities to which should correspond to the transfert of ressources for the
implementation of said powers. In a second phase, these transfers are intended to reduce the horizontal imbalance to avoid
an explosion of spatial disparities between local governments. Finally, financial transfers from the National Government are
used as incentives for the achievement of some goals, including resource mobilization, achieving national goals, etc.
The table below shows the different categories of transfers received by African cities by crossing the method for the definition
of the amount allocated (by a formula or at the National Government’s discretion) with the terms of use of that amount by
cities. Four scenarios do exist : the first two cases concern cities whose transfer amount is defined by a formula with a conditional use (A) or unconditional use (C) ; the following two cases concern the cities whose amount awarded is defined at the
National Government’s discretion and whose use of which is conditional (B) or unconditional (D).

Pict ur e 1 : C a tego r i es o f fi na nc i a l t r a n sf e r s t o c i t i e s
Transfert received

Formula definded amount

Amount at the distrection of
the National Government

Conditional

A

B

Unconditional

C

D

Since a city usually receives multiple financial transfers, one must categorize each transfer received in categories A, B, C or
D. This is why the following figure summarizes the different transfers made to cities. First of all, only 7% of the cities do
not receive financial transfers from the Central Government. Cities whose entire financial transfers received are conditional
represent 42% of all the cities; they have little leeway in the implementation of local public policies. Cities whose entire
received financial transfers are unconditional represent 17% of all the cities ; these cities are the ones where the principle of
local autonomy is the most respected because they have the widest latitude for the implementation of local public policies.
On the other hand, 19% of cities benefit from predominantly conditional cash transfers, that is to say, among the transfers
received, the number of conditional transfers is the largest. On the other hand, cities whose number of unconditional transfers represents the majority of transfers received represent only 2% of all the cities. Finally, 14% of cities have a number of
transfers that is equally distributed between conditional transfers and unconditional transfers. All in all, two-thirds of the
cities have little room for maneuver ; they group together those that have exclusively conditional transfers (42%) and mainly
conditional transfers (19%). These data suggest that the cities’ leeway is small in relation to the use of financial transfers
received from the Central Government ; they advocate for greater promotion of local autonomy.
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Figure 7 : Categories of cities in terms of financial transfers received
No Transfert
7%

Prédominantly conditional
19 %

Exclusively Unconditional
17 %

Balanced
14 %
Exclusively conditional
42 %

Predominantly Unconditional
2%

The figure below provides an update on all the cities receiving unconditional financial transfers. Only 26% of cities receive
unconditional cash transfers, whereas for 4% of the cities, the number of unconditional transfers represents the majority of
the transfers received. These two points suggest a low decision-making autonomy of the cities within those very cities receiving unconditional transfers. The cities whose number of unconditional transfers represent only a minority within the total
transfers received represents one third of all cities. Finally, cities whose numbers of unconditional and conditional transfers
are equivalent represent 37% of all cities.

Figure 8 : Categories of cities receiving unconditional transfers
Predominantly Unconditional
4%
Minority Unconditional
33 %

Exclusively Unconditional
26 %

Balanced 37 %
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The figure below provides an update of the cities that receive conditional financial transfers whose amount is determined at
the discretion of the National Government. One can note that within the entire transfers, unconditional transfers are a minority : thus, only 9% of cities receive only unconditional transfers, which is a minority within the minority. The same share
of cities, that is to say 9%, receive a number of unconditional transfers that is higher than the rest of transfers received. The
cities that receive unconditional transfers whose number is less than the number of other transfers received represent 15%.
Finally, a little more than two-thirds of the cities, that is to say 67% of them, receive a number of unconditional transfers that
is equivalent to the number of conditional transfers. For example, the city of Quatre Bornes receives unconditional transfers,
half of which are defined by key and the other half by the National Government

Figure9 : Categories of cities receiving unconditional transfers deter mined in a discretionary
manner by the National Government
Predominantly Unconditional

Minority Unconditional
15 %

9%
Exclusively Unconditional
9%
Balanced 67 %

The cities that receive unconditional transfers determined by calculation seem to have a greater leeway than the ones enjoying
the same transfers distributed in a discretionary manner. Figure 9 shows that 26% of these cities only receive unconditional
financial transfers while 5% receive predominantly unconditional transfers. In this category of cities, those where the number
of received unconditional transfers is lower than the others represent the majority, that is to say 53%. Cities whose number
of unconditional transfers received equals the number of other transfers represent 16%. The cities of Zomba (Malawi) and
Kadoma (Zimbabwe) have unconditional transfers but whose amount is at the discretion of the National Government. The
city of Beau-Bassin Rose-Hill (Mauritius) has one third of conditional transfers determined by calculation and the unconditional 2/3 are determined by the National Government.
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Figure 10 : Categories of cities receiving unconditional transfers determined by allocation key
Predominantly Unconditional
1.5 %

Exclusively Unconditional
26 %

Minority Unconditional
53 %

Balanced 16 %

Nonetheless, a detailed analysis of the cities receiving conditional transfers again shows the magnitude of the phenomenon:
75% of cities predominantly receive conditional cash transfers, that is to say transfers offering little leeway to local governments , distributed between 51% of the cities only receiving conditional transfers and 24% of them receiving predominantly
conditional transfers. In this category of cities, cities fairly receiving an equal number of conditional and unconditional
transfers represent only 17% of all the cities.

Figure 11 : Categories of cities receiving conditional transfers
Predominantly Conditional
8%

Predominantly Conditional
24 %

Balanced 17 %

Exclusively Unconditional
51 %
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The category of cities receiving conditional transfers determined at the discretion of the National Government are not better
off in terms of leeway regarding the use of financial transfers. Thus, one notes that almost half of these cities (48%) receive
only conditional transfers, while cities receiving mainly conditional transfers represent 16%. All in all, if we consider these
two categories, 64% of cities (i.e. two-thirds) have no leeway. Cities whose number of conditional transfers is a minority of
the total transfers received represent only 4%. Cities whose number of conditional transfers is equivalent to the remaining
number of transfers received represent one third of the cities.

Figure 12 : Summary of cities receiving conditional transfers deter mined at the discretion of
the National Government
Minority Conditional
4%

Predominantly Conditional
16 %

Balanced 32 %
Exclusively Unconditional
48 %

Finally, the last category of cities are those cities that receive conditional transfers in the amount determined by calculation.
We find the same trends characterized by a preponderance of the National government because 42% of the cities receive only
conditional transfers and 42% of cities have conditional transfers that are higher than all transfers received. All things considered, 84% of cities receive a majority of conditional cash transfers without leeway. Only 12% of cities receive conditional
transfers whose number is lower than the rest of the transfers. Finally, 4% of cities receive an equal number of conditional
and unconditional transfers.
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Figure 13 : Summary of cities receiving conditional transfers determined by calculation
Minority Conditional
12 %
Balanced 4 %
Predominantly Conditional
42 %

Exclusively Conditional
42 %

This analysis of financial transfers from the National Government to cities in general also looks at some aspects such as
fair compensation for the transferred powers. Do financial transfers make it possible to cover the
cost of competencies ? The qualitative answer to this question shows that the subject remains
controversial. Only 23 cities, 15% of the total, believe that the government fairly compensates
local governments in relation to the cost of the transferred competencies, mainly in Swaziland,
Malawi, Rwanda, Uganda, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Mozambique. Mauritius is a special
case because all cities believe that the transferred funds compensate for local competencies. As to
the question of the powers of local governments, just 26 cities, (17%), say they exercise the powers
that are under the purview of either the National Government or of other local levels of local
governments without being compensated in return, mainly in Kenya, Madagascar, Zimbabwe,
Malawi and Tunisia.

4. Cities’ management

The parameters related to the management of local governments are diverse, ranging from access to borrowing, to the question of participation, to accounting management or to the use of the management tools for the local assets.
The table below, which takes stock of the situation of access to loans, suggests that this method is rarely used because, in total
only a dozen towns have access to borrowing, i.e. less than 10%. This situation is not sustainable since local governments
as any economic agent need to invest to strengthen their infrastructure and local public facilities. The loan makes it possible
to fund local facilities that cannot be financed from local taxation proceeds in real time. Africa is the last continent to be
populated, which consequently results in substantial settlement investment needs exceed by far the capabilities of National
governments, let alone of cities. In most African countries, urban investment needs are at unprecedented levels. This necessary resort to borrowing reflects the immense needs for investments; relying on current economic activities to bear the burden
of the local public investments is simply illusory These needs are generally out of proportion to the savings, even multiannual
savings, that a city can generate. The loan is therefore essential to ensure that local governments have the capacity to achieve
their investments . The analysis of the modalities to accessing the loan market highlights several characteristics.
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Table 2 : Ter ms of access to bor rowing

Terms

Direct Loan with collateral Direct Loan without collateral
Dakar (Senegal)

Commercial banks

Mombasa (Kenya)
kigali (Rwanda)

Specialized national organizations Tazarka (Tunisie)
Raoued (Tunisie)
dedicated to local government
Monastir (Tunisie)
financing

Messaadine(Tunisie)
Kairouan (Tunisie)

De velopment banks
Dakar (Senegal)
Ouagadougou(Burkina Faso)

External donors

Financial Markets

Johannesburg

Douala

First of all the overwhelming majority of cities have access to loans with national government guarantee, notably
through specialized national organizations dedicated to
the financing of local governments. These specialized
financial institutions respond mainly to the inadequacy
of the existing offering with respect to the demand from
local governments. Established in the early 1990s, they are
public administrative entities, financial public entities, Projects, and banks.
In a second phase, loans are taken out by the cities without
the National government’s guarantee. These are mostly
loans taken out by cities from commercial banks. These

are generally short term loans enabling cities to manage
their cash flow. Finally, some loans are also taken out with
external donors without the National government’s guarantee ; it is the case of the cities of Ouagadougou and
Dakar that respectively took out a loan with the French
Development Agency (AFD) and the West African Development Bank (BOAD). Financial markets still remain
unreachable for most cities in Africa. The reasons are legal
restrictions and prerequisites in terms of improving financial management.
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Nonetheless, the several prudential rules that are enacted
in countries impose practice conditions on local borrowing
and reduce it to almost anecdotal proportions. These explicit constraints are compounded by implicit constraints that
are even more restrictive. Those constraints are, among
others, the laws and regulations enacted as part of regional
integration and its convergence criteria for example that
pose the greatest constraints to access to local borrowing.
These laws and regulations have never been replayed in
terms of decentralization.
The introduction of the participatory budget, an element
of analysis of the financial management of cities, is not yet
widespread. However, forty cities are engaged in a participatory budget process, i.e. less than one third of the cities.
These are basically “Anglophone” cities. The figure below

shows the shares of the budget implemented under the participatory process. Thus, 15% of cities are implementing
between 30% and 50% of their budget according to the
participatory process, for 5%
of cities it is 100% of the budget that is involved, as is the
case of Mbale, while 37% of cities are implementing less
than 30% of their budget.

Figure 14 : Cities and the participatory budget
Between
30 % and 50 %
18 %

Without any indication of
the percentage of budget
25 %

Between
50 % and 70 %
15 %
100 % Budget
25 %

Less than 30 %
25 %

Some participatory processes are related to some specific budget items. This is for example the case of the city of Dondo
whose participatory budget process concerns 70% of its investment budget.
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On the other hand based on the answers to the question-

gation between the authorizing officer and the accountant.

naires, the private sector is not put to use by cities Parti-

The reporting line of the accountant to the Ministry of

cularly the private sector’s advantage is not made to avail,

Finance is the illustration of such segregation.

especially in terms of improved efficiency and effective-

Beyond the fact that the accountant is reporting to the

ness in the provision of some local public services and in

Ministry of Finance, it is important to analyze the flexi-

its ability to ensure cost recovery is not tapped. In fact, the

bility offered to cities regarding the necessary controls. By

provision of local public services is largely carried out in-

having cities face up to their responsibility, ex post control

house because only half of the cities realize some of their

gives more respect to local autonomy and allows cities to

services through concession to the private sector or with

pursue policies that cater more to their priorities. About

para-statal organizations. These cities are fairly distributed

two-thirds of the cities have significant leeway regarding

between Anglophone and Francophone cities. One notes

the management of their budget since they are subject only

however that cities in Chad, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and

to ex post control.

Tanzania only use in-house resources and do not call on

Nonetheless, does the accountant’s reporting line to the

the private sector for the provision of urban services.

Ministry of Finance have an influence on the control ?
Indeed, one could imagine that cities that have an accountant reporting to the Ministry of Finance are subject to ex
post control as the daily management is subject to control
by the accountant. The Figure below shows curiously
enough that 34% of cities whose accountant reports to the
Ministry of Finance are subject to ex ante and ex post; this
percentage is only 7% for cities having their own accounting ; they are therefore the one that have a greater leeway.
Thus 93% cities that hire their own accountant are subject
only to an ex post control ; these cities are mainly Anglophone.

On the other hand, only one quarter of accountants are hired by their commune, all the other agents being reporting
to the Ministry of Finance. In most African countries, local
finance is part of public finance in general ; it is therefore
subject to a number of relations including the clear segre-
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Figure 15 : Implementation of ex ante and ex post controls

The conduct of audits is an important aspect of financial

cities have recognized to have been audited in 2012. For

management in African cities. Financial decentralization

some cities, the last audit conducted dates back to 2011 :

and local autonomy are not inconsistent with the com-

those cities account for 14% of the cities. Finally, 5% of the

pletion in due time of audits on the use of local finance.

cities had their last audit in 2011.

Indeed, research on efficacy and efficiency will be a daily quest from the cities to improve the provision of local
public services. In addition to the improvement of local
financial management, audits are a tool for building confidence with the private sector particularly in the context of
access to loans and financial markets.
The figure below shows that most African cities are subject
to regular audits provided for by the guidance rules and legislation governing decentralization in different countries.
Nonetheless, the frequency of these audits is not regular
; for example, by the end of 2013, only 23% of cities declared to have been the subject of an audit, while 38% of
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Figure 16 : Date of audits in 2013

2010
5%
Without indication
20 %

2011
14 %

2013
23 %

2012
38 %

Cash management shows that half of the cities do depo-

deposit its funds in a commercial bank.

sit their funds in commercial banks, while the other half

The mix between location for the deposit of cities’ funds

deposit their funds with the Public Treasury. In general,

and the use of some tools such as the Financial Plan, the

Anglophone cities have their accounts opened with banks

financial forecasting and multi-annual programming is

whereas Francophone cities have accounts with the Trea-

interesting to analyze in more ways than one. The figure

sury. For Francophone cities, local finance is part and par-

below suggests that 40% of cities that have their account

cel of public finance ; the Treasury is the banker of the

with the Treasury are those that develop the biggest num-

local Governments that are obliged to deposit their cash

ber of financial plans ; this is the case for only 25% of cities

there ; so it is strictly forbidden for local Governments to

that deposit their money in banks. This is so because either

open accounts in private banks. This general rule is howe-

cities having an account with the Treasury are faced with

ver subject to some exceptions:

the cash flow problem and are therefore more aware of the

Tanzanian cities have their account with the Treasury

issue, or because cash advance provided by banks is such

and Burundian cities have their accounts in banks. On the

that cities that deposit their liquidity there do not feel the

other hand, one notices some curious facts, as is the case in

need for a financial plan.

Malawi, where cities like Phalombe and Zomba have their
funds deposited with the Treasury, while the city of Njanse
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Figure 17 : Use by cities of modern financial management tools

In contrast, cities using multi-annual programming and fi-

these cities represent only 12% of cities having their ac-

nancial forecasting have a relatively greater weight among

counts with the Treasury. The situation is the same for ci-

cities depositing their accounts in banks. The reason is pro-

ties combining two instruments whose proportion is grea-

bably related to the fact that when placed in contact with

ter in cities having their accounts in banks. However, for

banks and in order to meet minimum requirements for ma-

the remaining categories, i.e. cities having an instrument

nagement transparency and quality, cities are led to adopt

and cities with no instrument, the proportion is higher in

a certain number of modern financial management tools.

cities having their accounts with Public Treasury.

Some cities use many of these management tools. It is in
cities that have bank accounts that the use of the 3 instruments (Financial plan, multi-year programming, and
financial forecasting) is the most common (29%), while
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Figure 18 : Use by cities of modern financial management tools

Land management is one of the key instruments of cities management, as is shown in the analysis of the use of different
instruments (urban land register (RFU), cadastre and geographic information system). Thus, 77% of cities have at least one
land management instrument, and the most common instruments are respectively the cadastral map, the urban land register
and geographic information systems. Some cities even combine instruments : 9% have three instruments and 7% have two
instruments. The addressing system seems to be the least common instrument, involving only 1% of cities.
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Figure 19 : Land Management Instruments cities
Addressing
1%

No instrument
23 %

GIS
17 %

Cadastral Plan
31 %

ULR
28 %

5. Conclusion

is responsible for macroeconomic stabilization; it keeps for
itself the sources of revenues that are subject to strong fluctuations, according to economic conditions, and avoids
allocating local tax revenues that fluctuate strongly, as this
may weaken local finance.
Allocation: The allocation function may be assigned to
lower levels of the National government, as public expenditure decisions madelocally are more likely to reflect the
demand for local services than decisions taken by a distant
central government.
Finally, the third common feature is the direct nature of local taxation. Cities’ taxes are exclusively direct taxes unlike
those of National governments that are almost exclusively
indirect. However, all analysts converge on the fact that
direct taxes are harder to recover indirect taxes and this, in
a context where the level of institutional development of
cities is low.
In other words, tax sharing has led in practice to the allocation at the lowest institutional level of the taxes that are the most

This comparative analysis of the financial management
of African cities shows several common lines. First of all,
local taxes are the same, to a few exceptions ; regardless of
the cities concerned, one finds taxes on business activity
and taxes on property. On a second level, local taxation
respects in all African countries the principle of the triple
function that economists assign to the National government, namely the redistribution function, the stabilization
function, and the allocation function.
Redistribution: The National government must take care
not to induce an explosion of inequalities that can weaken
the national cohesion. This is why the Central government
keeps for itself the revenues whose sources are too localized, thus allowing for a national redistribution of tax revenues to avoid concentration phenomena in a context of
decentralization, as this would induce tax disparities that
would be harmful for solidarity and national unity.
Macroeconomic stabilization: The National government
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difficult to collect whereas the most ”developed” institu-

for these advantages advocates for greater «territorialisa-

tional level has to manage the easiest to collect taxes. This

tion of the tax system». This implies less financial transfers

asymmetry in terms of tax allocation is the main constraint

and more local taxation.

to the decentralization processes in Africa ; it should benefit from more attention in policy advocacy.

Finally, the analyzed data suggest that relations with com-

Overall, the mix between cities’ own resources (local taxes

mercial banks and financial markets may carry positive

and municipal taxes) and financial transfers from the Na-

structural changes in local financial management. This ne-

tional government to cities in different countries reflects

cessary «reinvention» of cities’ management and financing

the inclusion of two seemingly contradictory goals of a

engineering is more necessary as efforts made by National

financial decentralization, namely the achievement of na-

governments aiming at granting transfers to local govern-

tional goals and the achievement of local goals. The best

ment are laudable and consistent, but, on the one hand

way to achieve national macroeconomic goals is to ensure

they are far from meeting the challenges, and secondly

that the tax system is the least ”territorialized” possible, in

they do not enable local governments to conduct proactive

order to allow for macroeconomic stabilization and redis-

investment policies at the local level.

tribution nationwide.

In addition, the difficult macroeconomic and financial en-

Too much «territorialisation” of taxation may create trade

vironment as well as the gloomy outlook of the National

barriers in a country and strain the country’s economic

governments finance itself, argue for finding new alterna-

unity. Finally, the increase in expenditures items, levies

tives. The future for urban investments suggests strengthe-

and borrowing by local governments is considered an at-

ning relations with the private sector and a contribution

tack on the effectiveness of the instruments of macroeco-

from banks and the domestic financial markets.

nomic policy that advocates for centralized management
of these instruments.
For all these reasons, the achievement of national goals
argues for less local taxes and for more transfers. The
achievement of local goals argues rather more local taxation, the goals being to «capture» the three main benefits
of financial decentralization, which include tax efficiency.
François Paul YATTA
UCLG Africa

Nonetheless, these advantages emerge only if local taxes
do fund local services, regional services, regional taxes,
departmental taxes, and departmental services. The search
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Annex 1 : List of countries and cities included in the study

Tunisia
Mauritania

Sierra Leone

Niger

Raoued, Kairouan,
Sousse, Monastir,
Tazarka, Messaadine
Nouadhibou, Kaedi,
Boghé, Rosso, Zouerate,
Kiffa

Freetown

Niamey, Birni

Burkina Faso

Ouagadougou, Tenkodoga, Ouahigouya, Bobo
Zorgho

Cote d’Ivoire

Abidjan, Tiassale,
Abobo, Treichville
Kumasi, Bouaké, Plateau

Benin

Porto Novo, Cotonou,
Akpro-Misserette,
Adjarra, Dassa-Zoume,
Glazoué,

Guinea
Bissau

Bissau, Bolama, Bijagos,
Cacheu, Dados, Bafala,
Dados, Quinara, Gabu

Tanzania
Uganda

Bur undi
Mozambique

Zimbabwe

Guinea
Conakry

N'zérékoré Ratoma,
Siguiri, Kindia, Norassoba, Pillimini

Mbarara, Masara, Guli,
Mbale,
Gulu, Jinga, Arua

Chad

N'Djamena, Moundou,
Abeche Koumra, Ati,
Bol

Bujumbura, Giteca,
Rumonge, Rutana,
Matana, Ngozi

Cameroon

Temeke, Dar-Es-Salaam,
Mwanga,
Masasi, Misenyi, Mafya

Maputo, Dondo, Goronzoga

Harare, Zvishavane,
Kadoma, Kariba

Morocco
Madagascar

Douala

Marrakech, Rabat,
Kenitra
Antanarivo, Arivominano,
Antsirabe, Manjunga,
Tanjombanto,
Bemasoandro

Addis Ababa, Dire
Dawa, Awassa, Adama
Ormia, Sebeta
Woledeya
Kigali, Muhanga,
Nyarugenge, Karongi,
Rusizi

Nigeria

Port Harcourt, Onitsha
South, Onitsha North,
Ikeja, Gombe, Akure

Ethiopia

Mali

Segou, Kayes, Kati, Kita

Rwa nda

Cape Verde

Santa Catarina, Santa
Cruz, Praia,
Sao Vicente, Sal, Monsteiros

Mauritius

Port-Louis, Beau Bassin
Rose-Hill, Vacoas-Phoenix,
Quatre Bornes, Curepipe,
Pamplemousses, Rivière du
Rempart

Malawi

Lilongwe, Blantyre,
Phalombe Mbelwa,
Njanse, Zomba

Central
African
Republic

Bangui, Bossangoa
Kaga Bandoro, Bambari, Kembe, Pissa

Senegal

Dakar, Pikine, Mbour,
Saint-Louis, Oussouye

Gabon

Libreville

Gambia

Basse

Kenya

Nairobi, Kitui, Mombasa, Nakuro, Muranga,
Nyahururu

Togo

Lomé, Kara, Atakpame
Sodoke, Kande, Vogan
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The local government finances
Qualitative and comparative approach to local
government finance at the African level
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The issue of local finance is at the heart of the credibility of decentralization policies. This is why UCLG-A pays to it a
special attention in its reflections and in its interventions. In 2011, the World Organization of Cities and Local Governments
(UCLG) published the Second Report of the Global Observatory on Local Democracy (GOLD) on the state of local finance
across the world. Most of the figures and charts in this article are extracts from the Second GOLD Report.

the well known theorem according to which “no taxation
capacity without representation capacity.”
The point of view of UCLG-A is that the sound operation
of national governments depends to a large extent on the
sound operation and efficiency of local governments. Of
course, local finance is at the heart of the credibility and
efficiency of local governments. This is why three fundamental normative issues have to be raised in this respect:
(a) Is there any good level of local finance? (b) Is there
any good or bad local finance? Is there any optimal organization level of public finance offering the opportunity to
the local governments to have sound and sustainable local
finance?
1. Is there any good level of local finance?
A good level of local finance means a level that shows that
the financial resources of local governments are commensurate with the powers that they are expected to exercise
for the benefit of the people. The thus defined level of local
finance conditions the credibility of local governments

UCLG-A supports the idea according to which for a National Government to be solid and stable, there is a need
for its institutions to be profoundly entrenched in the local
societies and recognized by the people as being legitimate,
and not merely legal. This quest for legitimacy underlies
the effort deployed by the National Governments to associate the people with the management of their own affairs,
notably through the adoption of decentralization and the
recognition of local governments as public law entity different from the central governments, and enjoying legal
status and financial autonomy. The legitimacy of local
governments is most especially affirmed when the latter
are administered by elected councils and executives, what
militates in favor of the adoption of local democracy as the
modality for the appointment of the leaders of the aforesaid local governments. This has as consequence in that
one can hardly address local finance without taking into
account the political and socio-cultural environment in
which decentralization has been set up. This confirms also
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with respect to the people. First, this is tantamount to questioning if there are any local government mandates which are not
or not properly funded. The issue of good level of local finance may also be addressed through three indicators: the share of
local governments in the civil public spending, the share of local governments in the public resources, and the degree of fiscal
decentralization, synthesized by an indicator covering the financial autonomy of local governments.

a) Local governments’ share of civil public spending
Percentage of local spending in the total central government spending (2006 figures)
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Basically, across the African continent, the share of local spending out of the total public spending is approximately 9%, a
figure to be compared with the share of expenditures in the European countries, which is over 60% of civil public spending.
In all the Maghreb countries, with the exception of Egypt, this share is lower than the African average. The available data
show the following figures: Egypt (11.2%), Morocco (7.2%), and Tunisia (3.7%). The most efficient countries from this point
of view, are in decreasing order: Nigeria (31%), Uganda (23%), South Africa (19.3%), Tanzania (13.2%), Ethiopia (15% ),
and Ghana (10%). It is noted that these countries are virtually all former British colonies, where the indirect rule was adopted
by the colonial master for the administration of its colonies, instead of the direct rule of colonial territories adopted by the
French and Portuguese colonial rules. It is therefore noted that the organization of local finance is also very much marked
by the colonial legacy over half a century after most African countries attained independence, what raises the issue of what
really accounts for this persistence. The observation of the structure and operation of the administrations of postcolonial
African states helps to cast doubt over the possibility of a break from the colonial legacy. The widespread view is that with
the independences, Africans attained state sovereignty but generally, the benefits of sovereignty did not spread beyond the
circle of the elites. It is in this context that we must place the repeated claims of the people across Africa, for their greater
participation in the management of their own affairs
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Decentralization embodies all its meaning in this special context and may even be treated as a second independence, the
one that offers finally to the African people the possibility to take control on their lives and be the main stakeholders in the
shaping of their own future.

b) Local governments’ share of public resources
Local governments’share of public resources (2007)

For the entire African continent, the local government share of public resources is around 8%.The countries above the average are in decreasing order: Nigeria (38%); Tanzania (24.2%); Ethiopia (19%); South Africa (17.9%); Zimbabwe (10.4%);
and Morocco (9.8%).
It should be pointed out that apart from Morocco, the other two Northern African countries for which data were available,
are markedly below the African average: Tunisia (4.9%); and Egypt (1.3%).
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c) Autonomy indicator of local governments
The synthetic indicator measuring the financial autonomy of local governments is obtained by multiplying the local government’s share in total public resources by the share of local taxes in the total resources of local governments.

The autonomy indicator helps to ascertain that the African average is very low (about 3%), and that the most decentralized
countries, from the point of view of the autonomy of their local finance are: Ethiopia (11.4 %); South Africa (9%); Zimbabwe (6.9%); Zambia (4.8%); and Morocco (4.7%). All other countries are below the African average (2.92%) .
It is therefore pressing for a mobilization in favor of a greater share of local governments in public finance. One can also
question how public spending is executed, and notably the provisions of the various codes of public procurement. It is remarkable for instance that in a country such as Mali which is recognized for its decentralization policy, 87% of public tenders are
launched by the national government from the capital city. Indeed, this practice contradicts the political will of decentralization as it is enshrined in the Constitution and stipulated in the laws and regulations. It is not surprising, therefore, that one
witnesses a desertion of hinterland local governments by the professionals and economic operators for the benefit of their
presence in the capital cities, in most countries.
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2. Is there any good or bad local finance the same way as is referred to as good or bad trade?
Bad trade characterizes the fact that a territory mainly exports raw materials; and good trade relates to the export
of more diversified products, notably finished products,
so as to benefit from the multiplier effects of the added
value associated with the process of industrialization, and
whose consequences are the improvement of technological expertise, the creation of better paying jobs, the diversification of economic activities, the emergence of a middle
class with sufficient purchasing power to get under way the
virtuous circle of economic diversification, etc.
In terms of revenue, it is assumed that the higher the local
government’s own resources, in comparison with the total
amount of a local government’s resources, the higher the
level of autonomy of local finance; the higher the share
of taxes in a local government’s resources, the more sus-

tainable the nature of the financial autonomy of the local
government.
On the expenditure side, it is assumed that the greater the
share of operating expenses out of the total expenditures
of a local government, the poorer are the self-funding capacity and the margin to invest and promote local development. On this aspect, the African experience shows a
very mixed picture with on the one side of the spectrum,
Egypt where there are no local government’s own taxes,
and where the bulk of local government resources come
from the taxes shared with the central government as well
as the central government transfers, and on the other side,
Zambia, where the bulk of the resources consists of local
government own taxes, the African average local government resources being distributed as follows:

Structure of local revenues (2007)
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45% of taxes and local rates; 2% of taxes shared with the central government; 33% of unconditional transfers from the national government; 20% of national government conditional transfers.
Distribution of expenditures in the local budgets (2007)

By and large, it is noted that that over 50% of the African local government revenues come from national government transfers or resources shared with the national government. Hence the importance of a comprehensive reflection on the distribution of public finance between the national and local governments. The distribution of public finance is usually conducted
based on three modalities: (a) the recognition of a local government’s own fiscal power allied or not to the practice of shared
taxation between the national and local governments; (b) national government grants to local governments (unconditional
transfers); (c) grants allocated by the national government to the local governments for a specific use (conditional transfers).

a) The fiscal power of local governments
The recognition of local governments’ own fiscal power takes two main forms:
- The definition of local governments’ own taxes and rates under the law (e.g.property tax on developed and undeveloped
land, franchise tax, business rates, and municipal administration tax).
- The taxation shared between the national and local governments (additional taxes on national government taxes, or distribution of revenues from taxes collected nationally and whose share allocated to the local governments is distributed among
the local governments in accordance with predetermined criteria).
In Nigeria, a share of VAT is allocated to the local governments in accordance with the following criteria: 50% of the amount
distributed equitably to the local governments, 30% based on the size of the population and 20% based on the contribution of
the local government at the level of VAT collection. In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the Constitution provides
for the allocation to the provinces of 40% of national taxes collected on their territory.
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tablished criteria and negotiated in principle between the
central government and the local governments; 30% are
implemented for the benefit of local governments at the
initiative of the national government to cover the expenses
transferred by the national government (15%), the intermunicipal projects (10%), and the special and cyclical expenditures (5% ).

In Gabon, the central government transfers to the local
governments 9% of the tax on the incomes of natural persons collected on their respective territories. In Morocco,
the local governments receive approximately 30% of the
total amount of VAT collected at the national level. In
the case of the latter, the share allocated to local governments is made up of two components: 70% are distributed
among the local governments in accordance with pre-es-

b) The unconditional transfers
By and large, it is essentially endowment fund. On average, endowment funds account for one-third of local government resources, (40%).
These funds help the national government to regulate the system of local funding and ensure the equalization between the local governments
in view of their differentiated endowments, as well as to balance the local government accounts, by providing notably a support for the small
local governments.
South Africa is the African country that gave the greatest impetus to the issue of unconditional transfers. Its Constitution provides for an
equitable distribution (equitable share) of national revenue between the national and local governments. The 1997 Intergovernmental Fiscal
Act provides for the law to lay down every year the terms and conditions for the sharing of revenues between the National, Provincial and
Local Governments, based on the budget priorities defined by the central government. The provinces enjoy a share that is equivalent to the
one of the national government (40% each), and the balance (that is 20%) goes to the local governments. This system is applied to half of
the transfer. The other half is allocated to the funding of the investments for municipal infrastructures, but its distribution is handled by the
national government to avoid the risk of patronage abuses.
The crisis effects and the tensions it produces on public finance, resulted however in the downward trend of unconditional transfers, what
foreshadows future challenges for local finance if the structure is not overhauled.

c) Conditional transfers
This form of transfer appears to be favored by the national governments, because the conditional transfers offer the
opportunity to channel better the efforts of local governments for the implementation of national policies. A case in
point is the one of South Africa, where half of the national revenues is allocated by the national government to municipal
investments, illustrates very well this trend. The facilities granted to the local governments by central government for the
conclusion of public/ private partnership agreements in the field of setting up of facilities and delivery of basic services
to the people may also be ranked under this category.
In conclusion, answering the question of knowing whether we are in the face of good local finance is tantamount to
raising the issue of reform of local finance for a greater financial autonomy of local governments, the sine qua non condition to improve the governance of these local governments. The overall assessment of the situation in Africa is that local
finance is presently bad because the national government keeps the most profitable and easiest to collect resources taxes,
and delegates to the local governments the least profitable and most difficult to collect ones. The poor performance of
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local taxation led thus many countries to consider alternatives, such as backing local tax collection performance
onto the efficiency of national taxation. This is what is
called the principle of derivation. This principle is applied
notably for the distribution of value added tax (VAT).
The application of this principle ushered in a clear improvement in the mobilization capacity of resources for
the benefit of local governments.

- A first group of competences relates to municipal administration tax, namely: construction and maintenance of
local roads; organization of the system of mobility and
transport; establishment and management of the production and distribution infrastructures of drinking water, sanitation of used waters and excreta, drainage of rainwater;
organization and management of solid wastes; production
and supply of electricity and public lighting; servicing and
housing development; creation of green spaces and recreational activities (culture, leisure, sports); management of
funerals and cemeteries. The current trend is that the production of water and energy no longer comes under the
powers of local governments, except in a very limited number of countries (Malawi, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe).
- A second group of powers relates to basic social services,
notably education and basic healthcare (preschool and primary school education, basic healthcare services centers).
In some cases, the responsibility covers only the infrastructures (construction, maintenance) and in others, it also includes the delivery of services and the salaries of support
staff, but rarely the salaries of teachers or healthcare professionals. In the second level local governments (regions,
provinces), education and health services may also include
secondary and higher education as well as vocational and
technical training; health services may also include hospitals and specialized health institutions.
- A third group of powers relates to the missions of public
records, police and security. The missions of public records, civil security and police of municipal administration
were noted everywhere. This is not the case of the security
missions in the sense of policing, which often come under
the direct responsibility of the central government services.
One notes however the emergence of a municipal police.

These undeniable advances are however variously valued by
the local governments. This is due to a large extent to the
relative opacity surrounding the knowledge of the level of resources to be shared the terms, and conditions of sharing these
resources. Hence, the repeated requests of local governments,
which UCLG-A supports, for the setting up of joint mechanisms for the management of the resources shared between
the national and local governments, which involves also upgrading local governments with regard to tax information.

3. Is there any optimal organization level of public
finance offering the opportunity to the local governments to have sound and sustainable local finance?
If one seeks an optimum in the organization of public
finance, there is a need to take into account: a) the consistency of the objectives assigned to the local governments;
b) the principles of efficiency in the allocation of public
finance; c) the new approaches to production values based
on territorial development.

a) Consistency of the objectives assigned to the local
governments
The objectives assigned to the local governments are delineated into two families of missions: delivery of basic services to the people; and promotion of local development
and employment.
The delivery of basic services to the people is the main
mission expected from the local government.
It is organized generally in three main groups of powers:
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With regard to the consistency of the objectives assigned
to local governments, the general trend is the increase in
the transferred powers either because it is in the interest of
the national government, which can discard on the local
governments vis-à-vis the citizens the services it no longer
has the means to deliver directly to the people; or because
in the search in good faith for a better legitimacy of public
power, the central government officials are forced to implement the principle of subsidiarity according to which the
solution to any problem faced by the people must be implemented at the level closest to these people, if this solution
may be effective at this level, if not, it should be moved to
the immediate higher level. The consequence of the adoption of the principle of subsidiarity is that there is a high
risk for the number of missions assigned to the local governments to increase without an equivalent growth in the
corresponding financial resources, thus creating a structural imbalance in the finance of these local governments.
The other concern to take into account is to ensure regular flows of funding to help fund the maintenance of the
set up infrastructures and equipments, as well as the operation and management of services. The practice of allocated resources (which actually contradicts the experts’
recommendation to avoid the pre-allocation of mobilized
resources) may be a guide to educate for the maintenance
and the concern for the quality and continuity of services
to the people. To address this concern, the national and local governments cannot avoid conducting a reflection and
a political dialogue on the standards and levels of services,
and on the new modalities of preparing and managing projects in order to take better into account the concept of total cost, integrating beyond the actual investment, the costs
of maintenance, operation and management of services.
An essential exercise to be conducted when searching for
an optimum in the organization of public finance is to start

with the definition of the transfers of powers to the local
governments based on an assessment, as accurate as possible, of the cost of transferred powers and the setting up
of the most objective mechanisms of transfer of financial
resources that the national and local services of the national government put in place to deliver the services we now
wish to transfer to the local governments. The current practice of leaving the initiative for the organization of these
transfers to the individual line ministries proved globally
counterproductive, with most of the line ministries being
reluctant to transfer the resources relating to the transfers
of powers. In this respect one of the preferred modalities
is to create an endowment fund for the transfers of powers
managed jointly by the Ministry of Local Government and
the National Association of Local Governments which
fulfills an essential role in the dialogue with the national
government in the area of decentralization. In general, the
search for a consistency between the transfers of powers
and the concomitant transfers of resources that neededexercise them, presupposes to have a real roadmap and
timetable for the organization of the transfers of powers,
negotiated between the national government and the association of local governments, following a political dialogue
open to all relevant stakeholders in the society, including
the private sector, the social partners and the civil society
organizations.

b) Principles of an efficient allocation of public resources to local governments
Beyond the objectives assigned to the local governments,
there is also a need to comply with five principles without
which the allocation of public resources is not efficient:
- The principle of subsidiarity or proximity which states
that any problem should be resolved at the level closest to
the people where the solution to this problem is efficient,
and if it not, move to the next higher level, and so on.
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digm with respect to urbanization and the cities; and a better understanding of theorigin of valuein the development
ofcities.
(i) Changing the paradigm concerning the African City
Policy makers at the national level use to insist on the
expensive nature of cities, on their problematic nature in
terms of social inclusion and on the fact that they are a
turbulent environment in politics. What they explain less
is that as soon as the share of the urban population in the
total population is over 30%, at least half of the national
wealth is generated in the cities. They are the market of
rural producers to whom they provide essential services for
agricultural production as well as for the reproduction of
their life. They account for the largest share of the revenues
from national or local taxation. It is therefore necessary for
the cities to function better so as to become a sustainable
source of wealth. This means that the City may become
an asset for the national or local economy if it is properly
managed, or to the contrary, may be a handicap if it is
poorly managed. This change of focus is in favor of a more
positive vision of the City, which in many respects, has a
positive role in wealth creation and income generation. It
is therefore important to understand how.
(ii) Origin of value in the cities
There are two main sources of value based on the occupation of urban territory: The increase in value arising from
the urbanization processes; and the increase in value resulting from the agglomeration economies.
The increase in value arising from the urbanization processes relates to the additional value that a land gains due
to its urban nature. It manifests itself in the change in land
prices depending on whether the lands are located in or in
the immediate vicinity of the city, or are in the rural areas.

- The principle of predictability, which suggests that local
governments should have a reasonable visibility on the
resources on which they can rely at the minimum over the
three years ahead.
- The principle of equity that takes into account the fact
that all parts of the country do not enjoy the same allocations in terms of economic, cultural, natural or human
potentials. The principle of fairness calls for the practice of
equalization in the allocation of public resources in order
to correct the social and political unacceptable imbalances,
and guarantee the access of all to the same rights.
- The principle of efficiency which suggests that the allocation of public resources should be done for the benefit
of territories where it produces the most multiplier effects
in relation to the overall economic efficiency. This principle outweighs the principle of equity as it gives a bonus
to territories whose development has a significant impact
on the national economic growth andnot only local economic growth.
- The conservatism principle which recommends to take
specifically into account the concrete situations and
contexts of application of the aforesaid four principles.
For instance, it is difficult to expect the strict compliance
with the principle of predictability in a context of macroeconomic imbalances and uncertainty over the return to
sound public finance. However, the conservatism principle
should not be an excuse to adopt an attitude of relativism
in applying the four principles above that have universal
value for the sound management of public and local finance, and their efficient governance.

c) Value production and territorial development
To build consistency in the organization of local government finance and the design of efficient management mechanisms favorable to the sustainability of local finance,
there is a need to carry at the same time a change of para-
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Hence the importance of the dynamics of urbanization
and the provisions of town planning documents and regulations in the characterization of soil occupancy and the
corresponding urban lands, and the advantage which is
thus granted to the landlords of these lands. The increase
in value linked to the agglomeration economies relates
to the decrease of the transaction costs when people live
close to each other, over a territory. The agglomeration
economies also reflects the fact that, due to the density,
the overall cost of people’s access to the various services
declines, and the number of inhabitants who can bear the
cost of access to services increases, this contributes to a
lower marginal cost per inhabitant.
The urbanization increase in value and the agglomeration
increase in value are typically values based on land. They
have a stable nature (indeed even ascending) in most African cities. Property taxation based on these increases in value also has the virtue of being especially effective against
land hoarding, and gives a good visibility of the tax bases
and the potential of their efficiency. Indeed, through land
taxation and other mechanisms, a part of these increases
in value should normally be captured by the local public
authorities to enable them to set up the public infrastructures and services, and to pursue the business of urban
development. However, in many African countries these
increases in value are captured almost entirely by the private landlords. Due to their nature of economic multiplier,
these increases in land value should be considered as one
of the best levers for the sustainable funding of local governments. The difficulty here is primarily instrumental:
there is a need to set up a geographic information system
and an observation system of land transactions, as well as
mechanisms and tools to locate, grasp, and tax the increase
in value at the time of transactions. Tools such as addres-

sing, simplified land register or the Urban Land Register
(ULR) tested successfully in Benin represent interesting
avenues to explore. For instance, the ULR has a cost price
of approximately € 150 per hectare, that is less than 15
cents of a Euro per square meter. The only reservation that
can be formulated regarding the ULR is that it requires a
considerable discipline and a demanding training in its development as well as in its maintenance, what makes it an
investment that may be inaccessible to cities with limited
budgets. The other two convenient means that the local
governments may use to finance land are on the one hand,
to develop the land valuation operations through housing
developments or development or town planning programs,
including within the framework of the partnerships with
the private sector; and on the other, to develop mechanisms to capture better the agglomeration increase in value, particularly through the taxation of economic activity
(occupational tax, franchise tax, VAT ...).
(iii) understanding the economic dynamics of urbanization
The urbanization economies and the agglomeration economies impact on each other, what is expressed through
a cumulative multiplier of the value of the urbanization
process. Practically, the legal definition of an urban area
creates an increase in value linked to the urbanization economies for the lands situated below the aforesaid perimeter
but also a “free rider” behavior, for the lands located in the
immediate vicinity of this area. This phenomenon of the
peripheral urban growth is one of the difficulties encountered by the policymakers regarding the application territory
on which to apply urban land tax, and the extension of the
coverage of urban services. This issue does not come only
under the legal definition of the urban perimeter. It may
also stem from the dynamics of the spatial occupation, outside any consideration on the legal boundaries of the city.
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Moreover, it is often through the addition of unplanned
neighborhoods that African cities have been growing. Under these these conditions, the correlation between urban
growth and service delivery in the neighborhoods is difficult to achieve, thus creating a feeling of mistrust, indeed
even distrust of the people vis-à-vis the local authorities,
and leading to fiscal incivility. The local authorities, complain on their part that the objectives they set for the delivery in urban services are constantly rendered obsolete due
to the inability to identify the people to service (the famous
Anglo-Saxon «changing targets»). Hence the importance
for the local authorities to lay a greater emphasis on urban
planning, and urban development operations (property
development or housing development), if they want the
extraction of a share of the increase in land value to help
them create the infrastructures and facilities to serve the
people.
There is a need to understand that when there is no system
for financing public facilities, it is not possible to set up
community facilities. The planning of public spaces has a
direct impact on the value of adjacent and serviced lands.
UN Habitat recommends to earmark at least 30% to 35%
of urban lands for streets and public and open spaces in
any urban development project, and to set up a system that
helps capture the added value created by the increase in
the prices of urban land. But there is also a need to lay the
foundations for the development and operation of a land
market that could feed the mortgage market.
It is this mechanism that Hernando Do Soto describes in
his essay on «The mysteries of capitalism» where he explains the importance of the virtual value of land assets
sustaining the guarantee of the loans that may be mobilized for other economic and social activities.
Do Hernando Soto explains that the value of the penin-

sula of Manhattan in New York, United States, is greater
than the one of all African cities, combined, as their lands
are not subject to any registration and therefore do not
create virtual value.
UN Habitat highlights the importance of public space to
ensure a proper sampling of the land increase in value. It
is demonstrated that in the Manhattan Peninsula that was
planned in 1811, when the automobiles and other modern
means of transportation did not exist, 36% of the space
was earmarked for streets, which helped to tax on a regular
basis the adjacent lands that were registered systematically.
This is to be compared with an informal settlement area
such as the Kibera slum area of Nairobi, Kenya, where
only 2.7% of the space is allocated for the streets, and
where there is no registration system of lands, which renders very difficult land value capture in this slum for the
benefit of the public authorities, out of the realized land
and property increase in value which is fully captured by
the private landlords.
For the agglomeration economies, it is clear that density
counts. If we compare for instance the density of Manhattan (50,000 inhabitants per square kilometer) with the one
of Nairobi (7,000 inhabitants per square kilometer), one
can understand why a certain level of service, for example
in the field of public transports, cannot be applied to Nairobi if the cost of the service is to be recovered from its
direct beneficiaries. In fact, the number of people who can
pay for public transportation is not sufficient in Nairobi.
Actually, delivering services to a dense area is cheaper than
doing the same in a less dense area. Collection of taxes in
a dense area generates a better output than in a less dense
area.
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Clearly the local taxation system as well as the service delivery system are linked to density. A minimum density is required for a system of taxation and access to services to be efficient. However, there is of course a limit to density in terms of
congestion and environmental diseconomies.
In summary, there is a correlation between density and agglomeration economies as there is one between agglomeration economies and wealth creation. There is also a negative correlation between street congestion and urban operation difficulties,
and agglomeration economies. Finally, there is a very positive correlation between urbanization economies and agglomeration economies. This is why land prices are higher in a city center than in the periphery. A better understanding of these
relationships is a prerequisite for the design of an efficient local taxation system and sustainable local finance.

Jean Pierre ELONG MBASSI
Secretary General
United Cities and Local Governments of Africa, UCLG-Africa
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Lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA
sub-national diagnoses
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Recall of the context: the issues at stake for a better funding of urban development in Africa
“Jérémie Daussin Charpantier is lead specialist on local public finance
and decentralization at the French Development Agency, AFD (Agence
Française de Développement). Territorial Administrator, he held management and executive positions in major French local governments
(Metropolitan Nantes, City and Metropolitan Toulouse). At AFD, he
conducted the financial and organizational analyses of numerous local
governments, in Africa and Latin America”

the highest urban growth of the planet. African cities must
be prepared to accommodate over 300 millions of additional
inhabitants during the twenty years ahead. To represent what
this means concretely, let us specify that this is equivalent
to realizing a set of sufficient cities capable of accommodating the present population of the United States of America.
These facts will necessarily prompt the public policies to pay
more attention to the urban issue and its funding.”
This observation prompted the experts to estimate the annual urban investment needs at more than USD 25 billion6
for the sole Sub-Saharan Africa, whereas at the same time
the investment capacities of the local governments in the
area may be estimated at a maximum USD 1 bn/ annum7.
Even if it is appropriate to consider these estimates with all
the required caution (given the poor nature of the African
statistical apparatus on finance in general and public finance
in particular), and to underscore that all urban investments
do not come under the responsibility of local governments,
the merit of these figures is to have highlighted the magnitude of the needs in relation to the available resources, which
helps to reckon with the scope of the challenge to take on.
A major part of these investments are therefore under the
purview of local budgets. Whereas, in spite of the recommendations of the international community, fiscal decentralization is hardly effective in numerous countries, the
revenues devolved upon local governments are still in most
instances insufficient and ill-adapted for the exercise of the
competences which are vested upon them under the law.
In this context, the financial latitude of local governments
to raise their levels of funding are extremely constrained
and there is no unique leverage constituting a universal winning formula. In all likelihood, the solution to address this
deficiency will therefore require multiplied efforts and optimized mobilization of all theoretical sources of funding that
are available to local governments.

In a context of growing urbanization and dwindling revenues, whereas the local governments fulfill increasing responsibilities relating to the satisfaction of the basic needs of
the people, local economic development, and environment
protection, the funds offering the opportunity to work in
favor of local development are far from meeting the challenges.
In the course of the next twenty to thirty years, approximately 1.4 billion city dwellers will “need access to drinking
water, sanitation, housing, waste collection, transports and
electricity. Already, about one billion slum dwellers do not
have access or have only a limited access to basic services.
Not taking on this challenge would have serious repercussions on the living conditions, the environmental sustainability and the economic development of our societies1.”
McKinsey estimated - based on the studies conducted by
OECD2, IEA3, and GWI4 - that the world infrastructures
investments would stand at US $ 57 000 billion by the year
2030, what would imply increasing twofold the current
amount allocated to urban investments. Though the assessments carried out by the different organizations vary quantitatively depending on the adopted perimeter, it is however
true that everybody concurs to consider that the required
financial efforts regarding urban investments amount on
average to two times the funds effectively allocated today to
the cities.
In Africa, these needs are especially important. Actually, as
was recalled by Thierry Paulais5, “Africa has been recording
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Figure 1 : Typology of urban development funding tools

Within this framework , strengthening the financial credibility of African
cities requires an improvement of the quality of their financial management.
PEFA or not PEFA: what are we talking about?

The PEFA framework for the measurement of Public Finance Management
The PEFA (Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability) methodology is primarily an evaluation tool of the
performance of public finance management (PFM).
Right from the 1990s, numerous activities were undertaken, mainly by the development organizations, with a view
to improving PFM in partner countries. Several diagnoses
were developed to assess the strength of the PFM systems.
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However, these tools contained serious flaws:
• These tools did not provide a way to demonstrate the improved performance of PFM over time;
• The monitoring of PFM reforms focused on activities instead of performance.
At the signing of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness in 2005, supplemented by the Accra Action Program in 2008
and the Busan Partnership in 2011, the states pledged to increase the number of developing countries equipped with a public
finance management system complying with the international good practices. They agreed to jointly define all the levels and
standards to measure the effectiveness and the level of responsibility of the PFM systems.
In parallel with these reflections on PFM, the PEFA initiative was launched in December 2001. It is the result of a partnership between the World Bank, the European Commission, the UK Department for International Development (DFID), the
Swiss Ministry of Economic Affairs (SECO), the French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs (MAEE), the Royal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The Initiative is organized around a
Steering Committee made up of representatives of each of these institutions, which administers the program and a Secretariat that coordinates the initiative and implements the PEFA activities decided by the Steering Committee.
This initiative was intended to enable the countries and their technical and financial partners: i) to assess the performance of
public finance management systems and ii) to promote the implementation of reforms and measures to build up the capacities in a way that:
• Encourages the buy-in of reform programs by the country;
• Reduces the transaction costs;
• Strengthens the coordination of donors’ activities;
• Provides the opportunity to monitor over time the evolution of the performance of public finance management;
• Takes better into account the development concerns and the fiduciary aspects;
• Leads to a better impact of reforms.
To reach these goals, a methodology aiming at assessing the performance of public finance management was developed.
This work led in 2005 to the drafting and dissemination of the «measurement framework of the performance of public
finance management.»

Figure 2 : The PEFA framework, a central tool of the enhanced approach to PFM 8
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PEFA as study-diagnosis
The PEFA framework comprises a series of high-level indicators (31 indicators, including 28 on public finance management
and 3 on the practices of aid donors), that helped measure and monitor the evolution of the performance of systems, procedures and public finance management institutions. The rating of each indicator is gauged on an ordinal scale with four points
(A, B, C, D), «D» being the lowest score and «A» reflecting the international standard of «good practice.»
The PEFA diagnosis also contains a report on the performance of public finance management, integrating a reference
framework summarizing the evaluation of the performance of public finance management, as reflected in the analysis of
indicators.
The terms of reference facilitate the selection of the evaluation team, made up of external consultants who must prove that
they have experience in the command of the PEFA tool. They are usually selected on the basis of an open tender and in all
cases after going through a fair competition. Furthermore, the establishment of a PEFA monitoring committee facilitates the
smooth running of the evaluation exercise.
This entire framework ultimately helps to measure six critical dimensions of a transparent and organized PFM system9 :

Figure 3: The 6 dimensions of the PEFA framework

PEFA applied to local gover nments
PEFA methodology was originally developed to evaluate the performance of the public financial management of central
governments. In the international context of accelerated decentralization of public action, its use was quickly promoted to
the level of sub-national authorities.
Though some tests were carried out in 2005, it was only since 2007 that evaluations were conducted at the different levels of
decentralization: state governments within a federal system of government (India, Brazil, Pakistan, Nigeria); cities-provinces
(Addis Ababa, District of Bogotá); provinces (Ethiopia, Argentina); cantons (Switzerland - Lucerne) and local governments
as from 2008 (Senegal - Dakar, Burkina Faso - Ouagadougou). About one hundred such assessments have since been implemented, either within the framework of the global evaluation (all public entities combined) of the PFM of a country, or at
the level of one or more local governments.
AFD conducted in 2012 an assessment of the relevance of PEFA framework applied to local governments10
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Recall of the context: the issues at stake for a better funding of urban development in Africa
The findings were:
• That PEFA framework appears sufficiently robust and comprehensive to capture without modifications the PFM performance at the sub-national level;
• That depending on the nature of the decentralization framework, some indicators may sometimes be impossible to rate
without this calling into question the relevance and the integrity of the framework;
• That the PEFA approach applied to sub-sovereign entities would be enriched by taking into account in the report an introduction on the context of decentralization and taking into account in the performance on the execution of expenditures the
fact that investments represent a predominant share of local government spending and their realization rates are generally
less significant;
• That the nature and quality of the relations between the sub-national authorities and the central government impact on the
performance of local governments. It is therefore necessary
• To describe accurately the relationships between the different entities;
• That the use of PEFA diagnosis to give impetus to a dynamics of improvement of municipal financial management:
* It informs the local elected officials on the objective difficulties of the local administration in controlling the processes and
the tools of budget and financial management;
* It opens up the prospects for the improvement of municipal management;
* It helps establish a dialogue between the central government departments (including the Public Revenue Dept),
the elected officials, and the local government administration;
* It motivates the local elected officials to use the results.
• That the PEFA approach for a local government may contribute to highlighting the imperfections of the national decentralization frameworks, and it constitutes in this respect a source of inspiration for a national fiscal decentralization support
program.
Finally, the PEFA assessment is a tool that enables locals governments:
• To strengthen its credibility: Through an internationally recognized tool, the
local government demonstrates the performance of its PFM, which facilitates the
granting of central government transfers, and of loans from aid donors or private
or public financial institutions;
• To develop a PFM improvement program based on the weaknesses and strengths
of the local government that were identified during the evaluation;
• To maintain and update dialogue between the cities, the central authorities and
the financial partners in the area of PFM, based on a common diagnosis (for the
analysis of cities’ capacity to resort to borrowing, for the development of national
fiscal decentralization support programs, etc).
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Key lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA measurement framework applied to local governments

AFD is a pioneer aid donor in the use of the PEFA
framework applied to African local governments

This is why AFD promotes this approach and uses it as an analytical tool to assess the possibility in the short or medium term to
grant direct funding to a local government through borrowing and
without the central government’s guarantee. It was this option that
was adopted for instance for Ouagadougou and Dakar that were
respectively granted a loan of € 2 million to finance commercial
facilities and a loan of € 10 million for its public lighting program.
The existence of a PEFA diagnosis highlighting the weak points
of a local government helped maintain a continuous dialogue
with these two municipalities on their management capacity-building activities and to provide support to them in this respect. For
instance, training activities were organized in Dakar, in 2012 and
2013, on the issues of multiannual budgets or cost control; and a
study on the mobilization of resources was initiated with the support of PPIAF.

AFD has been pioneering since 2008 the provision of support to
5 Sub-Sahara African cities, in the implementation of PEFA diagnoses:
• Dakar (2008)
• Ouagadougou (2010)
• Cotonou (2011)
• Nouakchott (2012)
• Douala (2012).
Out of these five PEFA studies, four were funded in cooperation
with the SNTA (Sub National Technical Assistance) program managed by the multi-donor trust fund PPIAF (Public Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility) and one city (concerning Douala) via
the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs11. On each occasion, AFD has been the driving force
behind the initiation of the process by making the PEFA tool the
element contributing to building up the medium-term capacities
of local governments.

PEFA is a useful and unique tool to directly assess the
quality of management and to ascertain indirectly the
financial credibility of a potential borrower
The performance measurement framework should not be used
primarily to assess risks, but to create transparent and, in as much
as possible, objective bases, in order to establish a broad dialogue
between the donors and partner governments on the development
of strategic programs to reform the PFM. In addition to the classical financial analysis instruments used to characterize balanced
budget levels with the help of ratios, PEFA helps have an idea of
the accuracy of the presented accounts, the exhaustiveness of the
collected information, the degree of the monitoring of risks and
to ultimately have a true picture of the quality of the local governments’ management system.
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Key lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA measurement framework applied to local governments

PEFA is not in itself a decision-making tool: it deserves to be adapted and educational feedback should be given
to help the Executive branch of government to adopt such feedback for the initiation of reforms
The completed measurement framework for the 31 indicait operational by establishing thematic priorities and by
tors and the supporting report represent the standardized
sketching out a reform path through an action plan.
feedback arrangement of the PEFA diagnosis helping
This approach may require the use of several tools such as:
to deliver a diagnosis at a time T, on the strengths and
• A diagram summarizing in one page the diagnosis with
weaknesses in financial and budget management for a local
a color chart to detect at first glance the strengths and
government. This being said, with their austere form and
weaknesses (Figure 4);
comprehensive format, these standardized deliverables do
• Zooms on indicators whose performance are correlated
not necessarily represent tools that can get direct buy-in
and whose processing should be conducted based on a
from elected officials to initiate substantive reforms in their
coordinated and priority approach (Figure 5);
local government.
• The development, by consultants commissioned to
AFD promotes therefore a more integrated approach offeconduct the diagnosis, of an additional deliverable under
ring the opportunity, in addition to the standardized feedthe form of an action plan.
back framework, to summarize the diagnosis and make
12
Figure 4: Educational representation of the results of a PEFA diagnosis12
Figure 4: Educational representation of the results of a PEFA diagnosis
Dimension

INDICATEURS

Crédibilité du budget

Dépenses réelles totales par rapport
au budget initialement approuvé

Composition des dépenses réelles
par rapport au budget initialement
approuvé

Exhaustivité et transparence

Classification du budget

Exhaustivité des informations
contenues dans la documentation
budgétaire

Budgétisation fondée sur des
politiques publiques

Caractère organisé et participatif du
processus annuel de préparation du
budget

Perspective pluriannuelle dans la
planification budgétaire et de la
politique des dépenses publiques

Prévisibilité et contrôle de
l'exécution du budget

Transparence de l’assujetissement et
des obligations des contribuables

Efficacité des mesures
d’immatriculation des contribuables
et de l’évaluation de l’impôt, des
taxes et des droits de douane

Efficacité du recouvrement des
contributions fiscales et douanières

Mise en concurrence, utilisation
optimale des ressources et contrôles
de la passation des marchés publics

Efficacité des contrôles internes des
dépenses non salariales

Efficacité du système de vérification
interne

Comptabilité, enregistrement
des informations et rapports
financiers

Régularité et respect des délais pour
les opérations de rapprochement des
comptes

Disponibilité des informations sur les
ressources reçues par les unités de
prestation de services primaires

Qualité et respect des délais des
rapports d’exécution budgétaire
produits en cours d’année

Surveillance et vérification
externe

Etendue, nature et suivi de la
vérification externe

Examen de la loi de finances annuelle
par le pouvoir législatif

Examen des rapports de vérification
externe par le pouvoir législatif

Recettes réelles totales par rapport
au budget initialement approuvé

Stock et suivi des arriérés de
paiement sur les dépenses

Importance des opérations non
rapportées des administrations
centrales

Transparence des relations
budgétaires intergouvernementales

Surveillance du risque budgétaire
global imputable aux autres entités
du secteur public

Accès du public aux principales
informations budgétaires

Prévisibilité de la disponibilité des
fonds pour l’engagement des
dépenses

Suivi et gestion de la trésorerie, des
dettes et des garanties

Efficacité des contrôles des états de
paie

Qualité et respect des délais des
états financiers annuels

A
B
C
D
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Dimension

Credibility of budget

INDICATORS

Total expenditures compared to the
original approved budget

INDICATORS

Total expenditures compared to the
original approved budget

Stock and monitoring of arrears on
spending

Exhaustiveness & transparency
Multi-annual perspective in fiscal
planning and public expenditure
policy

Budgeting based on public
policies
Foreseeability and control of
budget execution

Competitive bidding, optimal use of
resources and placing controls on
public procurement

Foreseeability in the availability of
funds for the commitment of
expenditures

Monitoring and management of cash
balances, debt and guarantees

A
B
C
D

PEFA being a high level measurement framework,
the political sponsoring of the approach at the local
level as well as the central government involvement
are essential.

was inadequate and where PEFA, perceived as a technical

This dimension is critical to AFD. Each PEFA evaluation

ment throughout the whole process also seems essential to

must be based on a political will; the local government

lead to long-term improvements as both the institutional

must therefore undertake to make public the PEFA report.

framework and the architecture of fiscal decentralization

Moreover, a local government accepting to subject itself

have an impact on the performance of many indicators

to such a review implies that it has the will to implement

measured by the PEFA framework. Thus, the participation

12’AUDRAS

tool, remained an issue confined to the sphere of the sole
Chief Financial Officials.
The participation of the members of the Central Govern-

Frédéric and ALMANZA Jean-François. PEFA methodology and sub-national authorities, AFD Working document n° 124, July

2012
13Ibid
subsequently
an action plan to improve the quality of its

of relevant ministries at the launch of the intermediate and

management. The local governments that accepted to

feedback workshops helps the central government make

conduct this evaluation exercise but did not continue with

the most of the exercise to consider to change some pro-

a reform process seem to be the ones where political buy-in

visions by making them more flexible to promote consistency with the best international standards.
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Key lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA measurement framework applied to local governments

PEFA is a relatively costly and cumbersome tool to
implement, and deserves to be supplemented with a
tool on the pattern of “rapid assessment”.

result in structured and monitored progress measures over
time, on the side of the municipalities. This stemmed from
an inadequate strategic ownership of the PEFA approach
within the municipalities and from a more structural difficulty in the African local governments in establishing
administrative reform approaches involving processes of
transformation and management of change.
As a result, AFD proposed at the beginning of 2013 to
PPIAF to launch a joint initiative (with an allocation of
USD 800 000) to change the way to approach this tool:
• By selecting some motivated cities;
• By proposing to them to support them for a PEFA diagnosis up to the development of an action plan (PHASE 1);
• By offering during a second stage (PHASE 2) the possibility to submit a new request for funding to PPIAF to enjoy a capacity building support on the pattern of project
ownership to help them implement the priority actions
for the improvement of their financial management in
relation to the identified weaknesses.
4 new PEFA diagnoses will therefore be conducted during
the first half of 2015 in pilot cities across the African continent in accordance with criteria defined jointly (cities with
a sufficient critical size, willing to embark on a reform plan
of their financial organization and located in countries
where a sub-sovereign funding with AFD could be considered). The terms of reference for the services of consultants will include the development of a draft action plan.
The cities in question are:
• Sfax (Tunisia)
• Agadir (Morocco)
• Pointe Noire (Republic of Congo)
• Beira (Mozambique).

A PEFA diagnosis involves the mobilization of international experts for a period of 3 to 6 months and it entails therefore today a cost (USD 100,000 to 200,000) which can be
crippling for a local government. Furthermore, even if international donors or some Trust funds (especially PPIAF)
can finance these assessments on behalf of local governments, these sources of financing are not infinite and do
not make it possible to deploy the tool at a large-scale.
From another angle, the scope of reforms to be implemented that may result from a PEFA evaluation requires
an implementation capacity and a critical mass in terms of
internal skills to conduct over time change through ambitious reforms, with a real management ability.
In reality, this has limited PEFA in its current format to
a small number of local governments, that are sufficiently large and well equipped in terms of human resources.
Thus, even if the added value of the PEFA methodology
is based on integrity, it might be interesting to multiply its
effects and to convince more local governments to embark
on its logic of quality of financial management, to
consider a simplified assessment tool which, without claiming PEFA labeling, could be a gateway that is more accessible to the process.

Going beyond the initial diagnosis and achieving the
final management improvement: the missing link of
the action plan and the need to develop “integrated
PEFAs”
As of the end of 2012, AFD noted that most diagnoses
concerning the performance of municipal finance management conducted using the PEFA methodology did not
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Key lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA measurement framework applied to local governments
A 5th city (Antananarivo - Madagascar) was the subject of a PEFA self-assessment funded by the World Bank in 2013-2014
and will be assisted in the year 2015 in support to the development and implementation of its action plan.
It should also be noted that the aforementioned 4 cities that will be supported for their diagnosis will be eligible at the end
of 2015 or at the beginning of 2016 to new funding from PPIAF to support them in the implementation of their action plan.
This joint initiative aims at materializing a more integrated approach of PEFA which can be summarized by the following
diagram:

Figure 6: The PEFA integrated approach

An example to be considered in ter ms of strategic alignment: the case of Douala
The PEFA evaluation report of the Douala City Council
(CUD) was published in November 2012 with funding
from the Department of Cooperation and Cultural Action
of the French Embassy. On this basis, the City Council
developed with the financial support of AFD, and with the
participation of all concerned stakeholders, a PFM reform
strategy (SRGFP) for a three-year period (2014-2016).

in terms of recovery of direct taxes and spending, were
poorly coordinated and initiated by the heads of departments. The reform strategy developed following the PEFA
assessment provided therefore an institutional framework,
that was previously non-existent, offering the opportunity
for planning, implementation and monitoring of the implementation of reforms through six strategic pillars.

The Douala process has been to date the most advanced
in terms of development and implementation of a PFM
reform strategy and of an action plan following a PEFA
assessment. It thus sets down the beginning of an integrated «assessment/ reforms» approach that AFD wishes to
promote with the support of PPIAF.

Released on 31 January 2013, the PFM reform policy
paper of the Douala City Council was developed by the
public finance expert in charge of Douala PEFA, with the
participation of all the stakeholders of the Douala City
Council financial management.
The final version of January 2013 was adopted by the
Douala City Council.

To date, the Douala City Council has no policy paper on
public finance reforms. The various reforms undertaken,
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Key lessons learned by AFD from the PEFA measurement framework applied to local governments
The implementation mechanism of the strategy is based on a multi-agency Steering Committee, meeting on a quarterly
basis. It is supported by the heads of the operational departments or entities reporting to the Government Delegate (Municipal Executive appointed by the President of the Republic), and by the project managers appointed in all the entities involved
in the management of public finance

Lessons to be drawn
• For the sake of continuity, the same team of experts was mobilized for the PEFA assessment and the development of
the reform strategy;
• The reform strategy provided an institutional framework, that was previously non-existent, offering the opportunity
for the planning, execution and monitoring of the implementation of reforms;
• The methodology focused on the internalization of the diagnosis process and on the action plan via the Steering committee;
• The early programming of a repeat evaluation in 2016 to measure the progress accomplished, helps to set a tangible
forecasting range and mobilize energies.
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Tr a i n i n g a n d s e n s i t i z i n g p e o p l e t o t h i s t o o l

Con cl u s io n : Th e P E FA D e c alog ue
To conclude playfully and in a manner full of imagery, this overview on the lessons learned by AFD on its use of the PEFA framework
applied to local governments, we may highlight ten key recommendations for the local governments wishing to embark on this exercise:

2
1
You should raise
You should ascertain
the real motivation external funding for
of your elected offi- the diagnostic study.
cials to undertake
reforms.

3
You should consider
right from the outset
the management of
change.

4
You should create a
steering committee
and an internal
monitoring committee for the process.

9
You should set a final goal for the external funding
10
You should assess the progress achieved three to four years after the
beginning of the process.
8
5
6
7
You should seek
You should involve
You should deveYou should priorisuppor t for the
the national autholop an action plan
tize the projects of
implementation
rities.
at the end of the
the action plan.
of the action
diagnosis .
plan.
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The event was organized with the financial support of the French Development Agency (AFD), the
Moroccan Interior Ministry, the World Bank, the Swiss Confederation’s Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs (SECO), the GIZ, Cities Alliance, the City of Marrakech and the United Cities and
Local Governments of Africa (UCLGA).
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the sidelines of the Africities Summit in Johannesburg, South Africa; this training workshop will be led
by the World Bank under the topic: “Local governments’ financial solvency”.

Report on the training workshop held in Marrakesh, Morocco, on 10- 11 December 2014
On December 10 and 11, 2014 in Marrakesh, Morocco, a training workshop
around financial rating of local government was delivered to about forty members
part of the Network of Chief Financial Officers of Local Governments in Africa also
known as AFRICA FINET.
The training was led by two institutions:
the rating agency, Bloomfield International
and the Development Bank of Southern
Africa (DBSA). Bloomfield Investment
Corporation is a Panafrican financial rating agency operating mainly in the African
continent as well as in Europe. The Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA)
is specialized in municipal grants in Southern Africa.
The event was organized with the financial
support of the French Development Agency
(AFD), the Interior Ministry of Morocco,
the World Bank, the Swiss Confederation’s
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs
(SECO), the GIZ, Cities Alliance, the City
of Marrakech and the United Cities and
Local Governments of Africa (UCLGA).
The next training workshop for Africa
FiNet members will be held in December
2015 on the sidelines of the Africities Summit in Johannesburg, South Africa; this
training workshop will be led by the World
Bank under the topic: “Local governments’
financial solvency”.

Agenda of the training
the Financial
rating of
Agenda ofon
the training
on the
Financial rating of Local Governments
Local Governments
Schedule

TOPICS

PRESENTER
WEDNESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2014

08H00 – 09H00

Opening ceremony
DGL Morocco
UCLGA
Ouafa Moniati
Coffee Break

François Yatta

Introduction to Financial Rating
Methodologies of financial rating
•
Sovereign (countries and political/ economic
communities)
•
Public entity and Local Governments
Lunch Break

Youssouf Carius, Chief Economist and Head of the
Department Economic and Stock Market Analyses
BLOOMFIELD INVESTMENT CORPORATION

14H00 – 17H00

Methodologies of financial rating
•
Corporate (Commercial and Industrial Businesses)
•
Financial Institutions

Mr. DICOH Aboubacar Olivier, Director of Mission
BLOOMFIELD INVESTMENT CORPORATION

16H45-17H00

Coffee Break

17H00-18H30

Case study
Rating of the City of Dakar

09H00 – 10H00

Opening Ceremony, Conference Resolutions Africa

10H00-10H15

Coffee Break

10H15-13H00

Case studies
Rating of the City of Dakar (Cont’d)
Summary of the seminar & question answer

09H00 – 09H30
09H30 – 13H00

13H00 – 14H00

Jean Paul Tonga, Director of Operations, Mr. DICOH
Aboubacar Olivier, Director of Mission
BLOOMFIELD INVESTMENT
THURSDAY 11 DECEMBER 2014

Jean Paul Tonga, Director of Operations, Mr. DICOH
Aboubacar Olivier, Director of Mission
BLOOMFIELD INVESTMENT

13H00 – 14H00

Lunch Break

14H00 – 16H30

Local Government Creditworthiness Assessment: A DBSA
Perspective

Tshepo Ntsimane
GM: Infrastructure Finance (Metros, Water, SOE’s &
Education). SA Financing
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA, DBSA

Presentation of the financial rating of short and long term credits
of an international agency

Guilhem Costes, Director, Fitch Rating

Presentation of the Credith Worthiness Accademy

David Painter, SNTA - PPIAF

Closing Ceremony
Jean-Pierre Elong Mbassi
Mayor (Ms) of the City of Marrakech or her representative
Coffee Break

François Yatta

17H30 – 19H00

Meeting of the Executive Bureau of the Africa–Finet network:
- Activities carried out in 2014 ;
- Validation of the two envisaged publications
- Strategic orientations and the action program to be submitted
for the approval of the General Assembly that will be held
during the Africities 2015 Summit
- The annual program as well as the budget for 2015

Jean-Pierre Elong Mbassi, François Yatta

19H30

GALA NIGHT ORGANIZED BY THE MARAKECH CITY
COUNCIL

16H30 – 17H00
17H00-17H30
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Credit rating, a key for access to the financial market by local governments.
Youssouf CARIUS, Chief Economist and Director of the
Economic and Stock Market Analysis Department of the
Panafrican rating agency Bloomfield Investment Corporation, and Olivier Dicoh, Head of Mission of the rating
agency, hosted a two-day training on credit ratings for
African local governments. Bloomfield Investment Corporation shows below some key facts one should know about
credit ratings for local governments.

and long term, the risk being that the debt burden might
stifle public finance. Local governments are therefore the
natural relay for development. As the national government
cannot provide funding for development by using the sole
budget leverage point, local governments cannot serve as
relays if they have only their own resources.
The need for local governments to use alternative sources
of funding is all the more important. The financial market
as a whole appears therefore to be an unavoidable solution.
Funding large infrastructure projects can be done only with
a commitment from the financial system.
However, the lack of transparency of local governments
towards financial institutions does not enable them to access the financial market. The asymmetry of information
between lenders of this risk category and donors (private,
corporate and other) does not enable them to engage financially in local funding.
Credit rating is a key for access to the financial market
(Bank market, bond market or other). It is is a necessary
prerequisite for an entry on the financial market. It enables
both borrowers and capital providers to be fully informed
of the credit quality of the entities issuing securities (or
candidates for a loan). The existence of the financial rating aims mainly at reducing the asymmetric information
between the different players of a financial market so as to
make the market more efficient.
Indeed, donors (buyers of securities, bankers or other donors) establish the credit conditions in line with the credit quality of the borrower. For instance, for the best rated
entities, the credit conditions (coupon and / or guarantee
mechanism) will naturally be less stringent than conditions
granted to lower-rated entities. The goal of regional credit
rating agencies is to determine the credit quality of an entity in local currency, that is to say, in its execution currency.

Why do a credit rating?
Definition and interest for local governments
Credit rating is a discipline making it possible to establish,
through a rating, the quality of an issuer. This rating given
by a perfectly independent body reflects the ability of the
rated entity to meet its financial commitments over the
short, medium, and long term.
Regional financial rating agencies determine the credit
quality of five (5) risk typologies (sovereigns, local governments and public entities, industrial and commercial companies, financial institutions, and financial instruments).
The mode of financing of African local governments
is usually strongly linked with their own resources. This
method of funding is limited, and the determination of
these resources depends heavily on the financial policy
of the National Governments. It is impossible for these
communities to finance the development of their territory
and to efficiently ensure the financing of the competencies
assigned to them (usually powers transferred by the Central governments). The African decentralization processes
are entering a critical development phase in the sense that
there is need to closely involve local governments is essential.
Naturally, it is impossible for National Governments to
use the budget tool to finance development in the medium
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Credit rating, a key for access to the financial market by local governments.
for public finance.
National governments, being aware of the need to involve
local governments in the development dynamics, initiated
a decentralization process that is more or less sophisticated in legislative and regulatory terms. Almost all African
regulatory tools provide for access to the financial market,
subject to approval from, or agreement with, the National
Government (with or without a guarantee from the National government). This process faces however facing one
limitation in its impact on development. The implementation of the legal framework remains problematic. Since
the powers transferred by National Governments may not
be entirely funded from the budget leverage factor, financial rating enables National Governments to empower and
engage local governments in the financing of local development, by having full knowledge of their credit quality.

Unlike credit rating in hard currency, the financial rating
in the local currency only partially takes in account the
foreign exchange risk between the execution currency of
the rated entity and the international currencies. Regional
financial rating is a prerequisite for access to regional markets. It is a transparency and good governance tool also
enabling communities to optimize their financial profile
and to justify, through a completely independent opinion,
their sound financial management.

The challenges of credit ratings for National Governments
An increasing number of public entities and local governments open themselves up to financial rating. In South
Africa, local governments have already been familiar for a
long time with this process of financial transparency and
good governance. The other African States are increasingly
aware of the challenges for national governments. Indeed,
the debt of some public entities and local governments is
recognized in the debt of the general government. In fact,
National governments remain extremely cautious when
it comes to promote access to financial markets for these
branches governments. The blocking points that local
governments are facing in terms of alternative financing
(particularly from the financial system) are directly related
to prudent financial management from National governments.
The credit rating of local governments comes as a solution
to this issue. Indeed, for a National government, it is a tool
that makes it possible to have full knowledge of the credit
quality of public entities and therefore knowledge on the
risk of failure related to the level of indebtedness of National governments. So this is a way for National governments. to steer a debt-control strategy for public entities in
function of the ratings assigned while minimizing the risk

Bloomfield Investment Corporation, a Panafrican
rating agency
Bloomfield Investment is a Panafrican rating agency present in Africa since 2007. It operates on the full extent of
the continent (West Africa, Central Africa and Eastern
Africa in particular) and even outside the continent, with
the financial rating of players who are present in England
and France. The agency is the first on in Francophone
Africa. Its creation in 2007 therefore encouraged the market to adopt specific regulations, which was the case since
those regulations were put in place by the regulator of the
financial market in West Africa, in order to make compulsory the credit rating process for any bond issuer in the
UEMOA are, as well as for the guarantors and companies
listed in the stock market. Thus, any issuer is forced to play
the game of financial transparency and to report its credit
quality, through an independent and competent financial
rating agency, with the approval of the regulator.
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Credit rating, a key for access to the financial market by local governments.
The rating agency is licensed by the regional Council for
Public Saving and Financial Markets of the UEMOA(
West Africa Monetary and Economic Union). This authorization shall submit the agency to specifications allowing
the regulator to feel comfortable about the proper functioning of the agency. Bloomfield Investment provides a
concrete response to the inconsistency of financial markets. Indeed, before the introduction of credit rating on
African financial markets, issuers were subject to credit
conditions that were systematically very restrictive because
of the information asymmetry and the resulting risk. With
financial rating, the market adjusts itself in function of the
issuers’ credit quality. The first market adjustment was the
removal of the 100% mechanisms of guarantee upon first
request for issuers rated in the investment grade category
(category with a relatively low risk of default).
Several clients of Bloomfield Investment rated “investment
grade” have seen their credit terms
to significantly improve with the gradual improvement in
their credit quality. For regular issuers of the financial market, the credit rating is an integral part of their financial
strategy.
The rating scale of the Bloomfield Investment rating agency is in local currency. It thus reflects the intrinsic credit
quality of the local government in its currency of operation. The rating scale is available in the long term and the
short term. Two categories are considered in function of
the risk of default. The investment category is a category
whose risk of default goes from «extremely low risk» to
«moderate risk». The speculative category shows a risk of
default ranging from «rather high risk” to a situation of
«proven default».
To each rating an outlook is assigned that can be positive,
negative or stable based on trends of the rating in the short

The Bloomfield Investment long term rating scale
Investment grade ratings
AAA

BB

AA+
AA

Very low risk

B+
B

A+
Low risk

High risk

BCCC

TOBBB+
BBB

Fairly high risk

BB-

AATO

Investment grade ratings
BB+

Extremely low risk

CC
Moderate risk

Probable default

C

BBB-

D

Proven default

and long terms. The credit rating being a dynamic process,
the ratings may change at any time during the period of
validity for one year.

The financial rating process
The credit rating process theoretically spans an eight (8)
weeks period. This process makes it possible to conduct
analyses that are relatively advanced based on criteria that
are both quantitative and qualitative. The steps required to
carry out the agency’s work succeed each other as follows:
1. The request for financial rating
2. The collection of documents
3. The prior analysis
4. Interviews with key people identified by the rating agency
5. Additional analysis and finalization of a briefing note
6. The Interim Report
7. Adjustments and evaluation of sub-parameters
8. The rating committee
9. The transmission of the final rating
10. Monitoring of the rating.
The demand for credit ratings: The rating agency formalizes the beginning of its work from the signing of a contract.
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Credit rating, a key for access to the financial market by local governments.
government). This phase is crucial in the financial rating
process. Indeed, it enables the financial rating agency to
have a field vision and to compare the initial analysis.
The additional elements for analysis and the finalization
of a briefing note: The additional elements for analysis
and adjustments are made on the basis of the additional
pieces of information collected from interviews with key
individuals in the general and local administration. These
additional analysis lead to the development of an analytical summary report containing all analysis made, from
which one will extract an interim report to be sent to the
local government.
The interim report: The interim financial rating report is
sent to the local government, without ratings, to ensure a
good understanding by the financial rating agency of the
operations of the local community. The second goal of this
step is to ensure the confidentiality of the most sensitive
information. The local government may request the withdrawal of some information from the report if it is deemed
confidential.
Adjustments and evaluation of the sub-parameters: Once
the interim financial rating report is validated, analysts and
the Mission Chief proceed to rate the sub-parameters by
grouping together all the criteria considered by the financial rating agency. Analysts and the Mission Chief shall
make a determination concerning each of the parameters
and propose a final rating that will be sent with the supporting evidence to the financial rating committee.
The rating committee: The financial rating committee is
fully independent from the rated entity and from the analytics team.

The contract indicates the commitments of the rating
agency and those of the local government as part of the
credit rating.
Document collection: Once the contract is signed by both
parties, a questionnaire of approach is sent to the local government to collect the elements that are necessary for the
first analysis. Thus, the administrative accounts, management accounts, the elements of the institutional and legal
framework, the minutes of the municipal council meetings
and several other documentary elements are systematically
requested from the local government. Depending on the
case, additional specific documents can be requested by
Bloomfield Investment (circulars, decisions, validation of
some decisions by the authority ...).
The preliminary analyzes: The collection of information
enables analysts to conduct the first quantitative and qualitative analysis. These analysis do follow the financial rating methodology and must be confronted during the interviews conducted by the analysts with the key people from
the local government and from the general administration.
Interviews with key people identified by the rating agency:
Interviews enable analysts to upgrade their understanding
of the particularities of the local government. The key
players in the local government (mayor, governor, Financial Managers, and Department Managers) are met to
discuss particular points. The interviews also enable key
people in the local government to justify the accounting
logics used or to inform the rating agency on the specificities of the community (legal status and links with the
supervisory bodies).
The financial rating agency systematically meets a representative of the line ministry or agency and the authorizing
officer (generally hierarchically detached from the local
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Credit rating, a key for access to the financial market by local governments.
It is made up of experts from different fields and meets to adjudicate ultimately on the final rating given to the local government. The analysts present the report and the various elements justifying the proposal made for a rating. The rating committee decides, ultimately (in the absence of the analysts), on the definitive rating assigned. The rating thus determined is
irrevocable and valid for one year.
The transmission of the final rating: The final rating established by the rating committee is transmitted to the local government with the final report and a one-page summary note with the most important points to be considered by the agency.
After this transmission, the local government has 72 hours to decide on a publication of the rating on the financial market or
keep the rating confidential. The publication of the rating is done through the financial networks of the rating agency, made
up of regional and international donors, as well as in the specialized press. The purpose of the dissemination of information
is to let the greatest number of potential donors know the credit quality of the local government.
The follow-up note: The rating process being a dynamic process, a follow-up phase is necessary to make the rating a dynamic note (the rating and the outlook may at any time be degraded or enhanced). Thus, a number of information is requested
to the territorial community, on a regular basis, to enable the rating agency to have a clear view on the quality of credit and
its evolution during the period of validity. The entire process is resumed after the period of validity of the rating.
SENEGAL, CITY OF DAKAR
The city of Dakar conducted in 2013 had its first financial rating carried out by Bloomfield Investment. The financial rating
process is for the city a prerequisite in its strategy for diversifying its sources of funding.
In 2013, the city of Dakar was rated BBB+ in the long-term with positive prospects, and A3 in the short-term with also positive outlooks.
The revaluation of the rating by Bloomfield Investment in 2014 reaffirms the ratings assigned in 2013 with a stable outlook.
Thus, the city of Dakar that holds an investment rating, is preparing to enter 2014 on the regional financial market with a
first bond issue of 20 billion FCFA Francs. The entry of a local government is going to be a historic first issue for the regional
financial market. Following the credit rating of the city of Dakar, the commune of Plateau in Cote d’Ivoire is ready to follow
the same process in 2014 and has a long-term rating of BBB- (stable outlook) and an A2 short term rating accompanied with
a stable outlook. Several other local governments are registered with Bloomfield Investment in this process of financial transparency towards the market. Reducing the asymmetry of information between local governments and the financial market
will enable them to make a regular use of external resources to finance local development.
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SENEGAL, CITY OF DAKAR
Credit rating note
Category of Rating scale
Value

Long term: Protection factors are appropriate and are regarded as sufficient to ensure prudent investments. However, risks are highly variable during economic cycles.

September 2014

Currency

Long term

Régional

CFA

Short term

Régional

CFA

Current
rating
BBB+
3

Previous
rating

Outlook

BBB+

Stable

A3

Stable

Key performance factors
The rating is based on the following positive factors:

Basic data
2012

• Growing national economy and stable socio-political

2013

Operating revenues*

36 583

26 804

Inclusing exceptional repayment

12 026

-

Operating expenses

25 199 �

Gross savings

11 383

612

Debt repayment

2 359

2 525

net savings

9 024

-1 913

Investment returns (A)

6 972

8 019

Capital expenses (B)

9 023

9 235

Investment requirements (A)-(B)

-2 051

-1 216

Operating result

6 974

-3 129

environment;
• A vision and a strategy backed by economic and social

26 192

studies in order to better guide the development policy;
• A relatively reactive organization capable to adapt to difficult regulatory transitions;
• Growing operation revenues that rest on a solid basis ;
• Ability to control operating revenues;

* Excluding cash advance of CFA 5,490 million received in 2013

• Financial flexibility that can make up the shortfall in

Introduction
The City of Dakar is the economic, administrative and political capital city of Senegal. Founded in 1857, it had been
the federal capital city of French West Africa between
1902 and 1958.
Located at the extreme West of the African continent, with
a large opening on the Atlantic ocean, the City has a port,
a railway station and an airport.
It belongs to the region of Dakar (with the communes of
Guédiawaye, Pikine and Rufisque) and to the Department
of Dakar. It is divided into four (4) main districts and nineteen (19) municipalities.
The City of Dakar centralizes all legislative, executive and
judicial powers of the country.
The re-elected Mayor is Khalifa Ababacar SALL.
Justification of the rating and outlooks

operating revenues;
• Debt level still acceptable with regard to the current level
of operating revenues.
Below are the major rating factors regarded as negative:
•

Regulatory framework not adapted to the financial

constraints of several municipalities (old municipalities
within districts)
• High dependence on local taxes, which requires a diversification of resources, to be initiate;
• Tax potential not yet evaluated;
• Uncertainty about the impact of the implementation of
Decentralization Phase III on the City’s financial status;
• A new regulatory framework in force with limited transitional arrangements.
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CÔTE D’IVOIRE, MUNICIPALITY OF PLATEAU
Financial rating
Value
Type

Rating scale

importance for Côte d’Ivoire, as well as, its strong economic influence ;
• A strong administrative & financial control preventing
any potential drift in the financial management of the district ;
• A strategic vision for a strong socioeconomic appeal at
the regional level ;
• Appropriate funding strategy for the implementation of
the vision;
• A stable financial equilibrium ;
• A cash flow and reserve funds providing financial safety;
• Undemanding demography ;
• A fiscal capacity to be developped with specific public
services targeting the large population of non-resident
The main rating factors considered negative are the following:
• non-involvement of the district in the collection and distribution of its key revenues;
• Investments are limited to a quota of the operating revenues ;
• No support received from the State ;
• Regulatory provisions that may limit, in practice, access
to alternative sources of funding;
• Insufficient municipal taxes to strengthen the financial
autonomy of the municipality;
• A large population of non-resident with needs to be met.

July 2014

Currency

Long term

Régional

CFA

Short term

Régional

CFA

Current
rating
BBB2

Previous
rating

Outlook

N/A

Stable

N/A

Stable

Basic Information
In millions of CFA Francs

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Operating evenues
r

4 998

4 878

3 829

2 963

5 994

7 372

Expenditures

3 791

4 105

4 122

3 418

3 410

4 659

Of which Recurrent

2 986

3 227

3 300

2 973

2 992

3 310

Of which Capital

805

878

822

445

418

1 350

Total

1 207

773

-292

-455

2 584

2 713

Brief Presentation of the Municipality
The municipality of Plateau is the centre of Ivorian business and administration.
It was established as such by article 1 of Decree n°80-1184
of October 18, 1980 which sets the boundaries of local
authorities.
The administrative District of Plateau is one of the thirteen (13) municipalities making up the District of Abidjan.
It is a 2.5 km2 peninsula linking the municipalities of
Adjamé, Cocody, Yopougon and Treichville.
Rating Rationale
Long-term wise: Relevant and sufficient protection factors
for prudent investments. However, there are significant
variability in risk during economic cycles.
Short-term wise: The certainty of timely repayment is
good. The municipality liquidity factors and essential elements are healthy. Although ongoing funding needs may
increase total financing requirement, access to capital market is good. Risk factors are minimal.
Key Performance factors
The rating is based on the following positive factors:
• The municipality of plateau has an administrative & political

Bloomfield Investment Corporation
Phone: + (225) 20 21 57 47/+ (225) 20 21 57 49
Fax : + (225) 20 21 57 49
Jean Paul TONGA, Operations Manager
p.tonga@bloomfield-investment.com
Youssouf CARIUS, Chief Economist
y.carius@bloomfield-investment.com
Olivier DICOH, Chief of mission
o.dicoh@bloomfield-investment.com
www.bloomfield-investment.com
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Ensuring the viability and sustainability of municipalities and improving their credit worthiness in South Africa – a private and public
sector collobaration

1. Background

terms of its powers and functions and other aspects of the
Constitution, related to the finances and functioning of
municipalities, which include, inter alia, the following: • Section 215: “(1) National, provincial and municipal
budgets and budgetary processes must promote transparency, accountability and the effective financial management of the economy, debt and the public sector.”
• Section 229: “(1) Subject to subsections (2), (3) and (4), a
municipality may impose –
(a) rates on property and surcharges on fees for services
provided by or on behalf of the municipality; and
(b) if authorised by national legislation, other taxes, levies
and duties appropriate to local government or to the category of local government into which that municipality
falls, but no municipality may impose income tax, valueadded tax, general sales tax or customs duty.”
The abovementioned Acts and the supporting regulations
give effect to the above, which ensures the viability and
sustainability of municipalities and hence its credit worthiness. The question that then arise and given the above,
are municipalities then considered to be monopolies, and
why are they unable to raise adequate revenues to sustain
themselves and why are their cost structures of such nature
that they in many cases negatively affect service delivery
and their credit worthiness?

The viability, sustainability and ultimately creditworthiness of municipalities is predicated on several internal and
external factors, some of which are beyond the control of
municipalities. At any given time these factors come into
play and can have a profound effect on the future functioning and service delivery imperatives of local government.
Given the emphasis placed on local government from a national perspective due to its closeness to communities it is
important that local government remain viable and continue to create an environment conducive to local economic
development and job preservation and creation through,
and hence supporting the national economy.
In South Africa, the Constitution of the Republic of South
Africa, 1996; is the supreme law of the country and mandates local government to:
• provide democratic and accountable government for local communities;
• ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner;
• promote social and economic development;
• promote a safe and healthy environment; and
• encourage the involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local government.
A proper and formalised regulatory and legislative framework exists that governs the functioning and performance of municipalities in South Africa and these include,
and is not limited to for example, the Municipal Finance
Management Act, the Municipal Systems Act and Municipal Structures Act and its regulations.
However, local government in South Africa is primarily
mandated in terms of Section 156 of the Constitution in

2. Municipal demarcation and its challenges
South Africa, at the advent of democracy in 1994, had 843
municipalities, which was spatially spread and managed
on the old apartheid principles. The South African Municipal Demarcation Board was therefore set up as an independent authority responsible for the determination of municipal boundaries and the Board’s status as an independent
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authority is also protected by section 3 of the Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act, 1998, and various
directional judgments by the Constitutional Court.
The Board’s vision is the progressive realisation of ideal
structures of local government that are spatially integrated, institutionally sound, functionally viable and developmental in orientation and the municipal landscape has
been set-up with the key principle of “wall-to-wall” municipalities. In South Africa.
However, and over time the spatial layout of municipalities
did not achieve the desired outcomes and intent of the Demarcation Board and several adjustments were required to
the boundaries and spatial layout of municipalities, which
affected the financial standing and service delivery imperatives of municipalities. This, coupled with other national
and international factors, such as the exchange rate, global
recession, and so forth, led to a decline in the credit rating
and worthiness of many municipalities in South Africa.
It should be noted that not all municipalities are rated
from a credit worthiness perspective due to their size and
the cost of rating but these are monitored at a provincial
and national level and several indicators, in particular the
independent outcomes of the office of the Auditor General allude to the overall functioning and performance of
municipalities.
and spatial layout of municipalities, which affected the financial standing and service delivery imperatives of municipalities. This, coupled with other national and international factors, such as the exchange rate, global recession, and
so forth, led to a decline in the credit rating and worthiness
of many municipalities in South Africa.
It should be noted that not all municipalities are rated

from a credit worthiness perspective due to their size and
the cost of rating but these are monitored at a provincial
and national level and several indicators, in particular the
independent outcomes of the office of the Auditor General allude to the overall functioning and performance of
municipalities.

3. Challenges experienced by municipalities
over time
Given the apartheid spatial configuration of South Africa
and the quest to de-racialise society through a re-configuration of the spatial layout, certain critical challenges still
exist that affect service delivery and ultimately the financial performance of municipalities, which must be holistically addressed to put the basics in place and achieve the
turnaround required at municipal level.
Some of the challenges, include inter alia, the following: 3.1. People, Systems and Processes
• Lack of key skills and capacity and the inability to attract
appropriate skills in critical areas;
• Non standardised systems and processes and outdated
methodologies and systems that are unable to meet the
changing regulatory and legislation changes;
• High staff turnover (loss of institutional memory), duplicate and silo type structures and vacancies in critical areas
due amongst others to lack of funding;
• Lack of understanding of new regulations and policy
environment by decision-makers;
• Lack of economies of scale and smaller municipalities
not have the financial resources or critical mass to justify
better and state of the art systems; and
• Reliance on external service providers due to internal
capacity challenges; etc.
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3.2. Financial
• Inability of poorer communities to pay for basic services linked
to an inadequate safety net for the indigent population;
• Poor collections and high level of outstanding debt due to a
culture of non-payment, billing errors or poor internal controls
and systems, under performing staff contingent and the opportunistic behaviour of some consumers;
• Dependency on grants and the inability to raise own revenue as
envisioned by the Constitution;
• Inaccurate or incomplete consumer and billing data;
• The inability to maintain a national profile of consumers and
hence rate their credit worthiness at a national level;
• Poor document management;
• Lack of revenue enhancement and seeking of new or alternate
revenue streams; and
• Inappropriate systems and interference in supply chain management processes.
3.3. Economic Base
• Demarcation issues and the lack of an economic or revenue
generating base;
• Major cross-subsidisation across sectors, and spatially spread
consumers;
• Price-elasticity of municipal tariffs and the unintended
consequences of increase in tariffs beyond the affordability of
consumers;
• Migration versus mobility consequences and the impact this has
on urbanisation and formal development in metropolitan and
secondary cities, etc.
3.4. Governance and Administration
• Political imperatives and consumer expectations versus key bu-

siness imperatives such as affordability, sustainability and investment in future development;
• Poor/ lack of ‘accountability’ measures due to poor or inappropriate performance measures/ indicators and limited
consequences for poor performance;.
These challenges still exists and even under these circumstances and given that the national fiscus is under strain,
municipalities are expected to still get the basics in place
and are now required to do more with less. It should be
noted that all of the above factors are interrelated and
in combination affect and impact on the performance of
municipalities and that if municipalities are expected to
develop and sustain themselves some external intervention
and support is required to catapult them on to the next
level else the demise and slow development and progress
at local government level is inevitable.

4. The auditor general’s findings – the litmus
test
Given the above expectations and challenges facing municipalities, and the outcomes of which almost always
manifests in the audit opinion of municipalities, the independent evaluation and audit outcomes by the Auditor General (SA) reveals an improvement in the audit outcomes
(as reflected below) of municipalities but there is a clear
indication that municipalities are far from an ideal situation and hence some of the poor outcomes that ultimately
affects the credit worthiness of municipalities.
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Given the poor financial and service delivery performance

Improvement in audit outcomes over past five years
9% (30)

41% (138)

5% (16)

5% (18)

5% (15)

43% (144)

47% (155)

45% (147)

1% (15)

5% (15)

of municipalities, the national fiscus has over the years also
reviewed and continues to review its grants and funding

45% (145)

allocation to municipalities. This has resulted in municipalities becoming more and more dependent on grant fun-

17% (53)
25% (84)

20% (67)

22% (73)

29% (96)

19% (61)

Audits outstanding

21% (68)

ding. Grants and subsidies has over time increased beyond
the inflationary increases and national

37% (118)
29% (96)

29% (96)

treasury macro parameters, have become a significant

5% (16)

1% (3)

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

2009-10

2008-09

335
auditees

332
auditees

330
auditees

324
auditees

320
auditees

component of the revenue mix of municipalities, which if
removed will lead to a collapse of several municipalities.

Given these audit outcomes, the Auditor General has
clearly indicated that better management, systems and
processes are required to fundamentally improve the performance and service delivery outcomes of municipalities.

Total Grants
100000000
80000000

5. The cycle of service delivery vs cashflow imperatives

60000000

From a financial perspective, the reasons for financial
challenges and the audit outcomes can also be attributed
to, inter alia, the following as reflected below. These then
lead to service delivery and cash flow challenges, which
further fuels the liquidity and credit worthiness challenges
of municipalities.

Liquidity
Challenges
Hence
Borrow

20000000
0
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

The above should also be taken in the context of the changes in the
funding regime, especially the funding to previous black councils

Service
Delivery
Challenges

Poor
Planning
and
Budgeting

Total Grants

40000000

Poor
Revenue
MM
Systems/
Processes

and abolishment of regional services council levies.
Given the above audit outcomes and the dependency on grant funding, it would appear that little emphasis is placed on the “going
concern” concept of municipalities.

Service Delivery and
Cash Flow Issues

A completely different model is therefore required to assist and

Billing, MIS
and Credit
Control
Challenges

Resistance
to Pay

develop municipalities that is supportive of future generations and

Reluctance
To Hand
Over and
Collect

their basic service delivery requirements at a local level.
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we are to re-create credibility and confidence in the functioning and operations of local government.

6. The objective of improving credit worthiness
of municipalities
The overall objective towards improving and sustaining
credit worthiness of municipalities, is the development and
implementation of solutions for improvements in financial
and service delivery at a local level, and for the provision
of systems and solutions that: • Have an integrated service delivery and spatially re-configured model with the necessary planning (short, medium
and long term) and proper governance framework;
• Have the ability to develop long-term strategies and
short/ medium term plans to ensure phase-in, buy-in and
lessons learnt throughout the process without compromising basic service delivery;
• Have the potential to manage individual (yet inter-related) initiatives that could form part of an overall and holistic plan;
• Improves the financial viability and service delivery in
municipalities through the development of an appropriate
model and blueprint but within a municipal environment
and legislation and regulatory framework; and
• Focuses and builds on internal and external issues and
its interrelatedness rather than shifting the burden to communities.
An integrated and holistic model is required that addresses
viability and going concern at the same time yet knowing
that no one size fits all and that a big bang approach is
often not palatable and viable in municipalities.

Open to
Scrutiny

Provide
Hope

Desired
Outcomes

Accuracy of
Information

Demonstration of
Doing
Something

Given that several municipalities have disparate systems (human
resources, financial (have even disparate financial systems), engineering, valuation, etc.) in place that are in many cases not aligned
and integrated, yet they should, and the fact that municipalities
should be placing and shifting resources towards service delivery
and revenue generation rather than internal administration, new
and appropriate systems solutions are required.
However, and even if done these are done internally these systems
are expensive and significant investments and ongoing maintenance is required to keep the systems up to date and relevant,
and often, given the changing information communications and
technology platforms, this can be expensive and cannot be done
internally.

This is again against the backdrop of best practices and
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems being available externally and in the hands of the private sector. It
should be noted that Municipalities on the other hand
prefer to have their own systems rather than collaborating and sharing systems and personnel with other municipalities and/ or even the private sector.

7. A new approach to ensure viability and credit
worthiness of municipalities
A new approach to managing municipalities is therefore
required that must as a minimum ensure the following, if
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port and/ or investments or collaboration and sharing of
information with the private sector in such instances is inevitable.

Yet, and given that municipalities and service providers in
general vie and compete for the same end consumer, the
sharing of systems and information and data can go a long
way to verify, test and improve the credibility of their own
databases and information. This could then enhance and
improve the planning, budgeting, policy and grant management of municipalities but seems not to happen at local
government level for various reasons even though they
make business and economic sense.
The challenges and independence and sometimes naivety
of both the private and public sector makes such alliances
and collaboration impossible, and which is further challenged by the ‘tainted’ procurement processes in the public
sector.
Should such systems and collaboration exist then ‘sharing’
of public and private sector information will assist with
the enhancement of consumer information and the credit
worthiness and profiling of consumers, who are ultimately
consumers of private and public sector goods and services
yet their ability and willingness to pay differ significantly
in many instances between private and public sector goods
and services.
Finally, these systems should have the ability to manage
big data; finance, spatial, geographic information systems,
economics, human resources, etc. all of which affect its
credit worthiness, in a single integrated system but more
importantly at a national level and across current municipal boundaries.
This then begs one to ask why municipalities are then not
using or collaborating with such organisations who have
this capability given that the national fiscus is under strain
and that national government cannot be expected to assist
municipalities indefinitely into the future. External sup-

8. Embarking on the transformation journey towards viability and improved credit worthiness
Given the complexity and challenges at local government
level, a multi-pronged approach is required to ensure early
‘quick-wins’ and buy-in as illustrated below and also understanding the capacity and capability of municipalities
to implement such intervention. The key is to ultimately
ensure that the various initiatives and proposed outcomes
are built into the performance agreements of management
and the political arm of municipalities.

Select Key
Focus Areas
(80:20)

Build into
IDP,
MTREF,
SDBIP’s, etc.

Prioritise
Activities Ease of
Implementation versus
Cost versus
Impact

Revenue
Enhacement
and Cost
Efficiencies

Identify Root
Causes
Causing
Challenges

Determine
Intervention
Activities for
Improvment

This could take several months or even years to achieve
and a pragmatic phased-in approach, with appropriate
internal capacity building and change management must
be put in place whilst addressing all aspects of the municipality, as illustrated below.
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Finally, a key driver to the improvement of credit worthiness of municipalities, as was utilised in the case studies
below, is the use and embedding of ratios analysis, that
cuts across the entire operations of the municipalities, and
that is used to benchmark and drive performance and improvements over time, albeit incremental improvements.
These ratios should include, inter alia, the following: • Liquidity Management;
• Debtors Management;
• Budget Implementation;
• Liability Management;
• Asset Management;
• Efficiency Improvements;
• Distribution Losses;
• Revenue Management; and
• Grant Dependency.
Again, these should be modelled from a long term perspective and built into the performance agreements of management and the political leadership even though some may
span beyond the term of office of senior management or
politicians.

Whilst the above basics and service delivery and financial
imperatives are transformed, one should simultaneously
review the long term service delivery model, which must
ultimately include an effective governance structure and
monitoring and evaluation processes, and as illustrated
below.

9. Dashboard and management reporting
Given the complexity and demand for internal and external reporting requirements, it is imperative that the local
government systems in place must be able to produce relevant and timely dashboards and management reports as
required; early warning systems, noting that a picture says
a thousand words. In other words, all data must be spatially represented. Thus could possibly lead to a re-spatialisation and re-demarcation of municipalities but from a
more informed and scientific platform.

Governance and performance management facilitates the
day-to-day management of all operations at all levels, making use of the right KPIs and ensuring closure on actions
hence implementation and improvement in the viability
and credit worthiness of municipalities over time even if
these cur across many political terms in office.
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Summarised below are two case studies that are relevant to
illustrate the challenges and complexity of municipalities
and the transformation journey of municipalities in South
Africa and how these municipalities achieved success and
turnaround over time.
10.1. Example One – The City Of Cape Town
The newly formed City of Cape Town Metropolitan Municipality (City of Cape Town) faced a severe financial
and service delivery challenges around 2003/2004, which
required drastic measures to be undertaken to arrest the
decline and to affect a transformational turnaround that
would ultimately improve its financial viability and credit
worthiness.
This entailed, at a simplistic and high level a plan that covered the following, even though these strategies touched
and transformed every aspect of the municipality over
time.
• R320m capital re-phasing, giving preference to revenue
generating investments;
• R200m operating expenditure reductions, with a focus
on non-essentials;
• R394m from increased revenue, through improved billings and collections and new revenue sources;

More importantly, the systems and solutions must:
• Provide a single version of the data that relevant stakeholders can access – system driven (eliminates off system
changes/ manipulation);
• Identifies and exposes business process problems early –
corrective action;
• Enable decisions with relevant insight into context;
• Move from a re-active model to pro-active model and
assists with predictive analytics;
• Assist with development of departmental scorecards and
measurement of performance against targets set;
• Assist with the development of strategic scorecards and
measures progress;
• Meets regulatory reporting requirements but from a
single source even though may have multiple requests and
requirements;
• Can be used to prepare scenario analysis and planning
for future development and investments at a local level for
both private and public sector; and
• Can be used to inform policy and resource allocation at
other spheres of government.

10. Achieving financial ad service delivery turnaround – some case studies
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• R100m from agency functions performed on behalf of
provincial and national government;
• Institutional transformation and restructuring;
• Economic development and job creation;
• Implementation of SAP and deriving realisable benefits;
• Institutionalisation of equitable services framework and
speeding up service delivery; and
• Bringing delivery closer to the people – roll-out of Integrated Service Centres’
Although not all of the above was achieved, the processes,
which were jointly overseen at a senior political and administrative resulted in an improvement in the audit outcomes and cash flow for the City of Cape Town. This positively impacted its credit worthiness and ability to borrow
to enhance and improve service delivery. Should such support and systems alluded to in this paper exist at that point
in time the improvements would have been more profound
and permanent.
10.2. Example One – Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality
The Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality (Buffalo City
Municipality) on the other hand had significant challenges
with regards to its basic systems and processes and also
had a negative audit
opinion, and efforts where therefore initially required to
get the basics in place before embarking on a long term
transformational journey.
Ultimately a 2-phased process was required and entailed:
Phase 1
• Major input and guidance to ensure that the final approved Budget for 2011/12 is credible;

• Monthly reporting to National Treasury and Council
aligned and information corrected;
• Assistance with resolving Auditor General findings;
• Review and compliance of all budget policies;
• Identifying additional revenue streams and incorporated
into budget;
• Revenue enhancement strategy and implementation
plan; and
• Financial plan that will serve as the baseline for 2012/13
IDP/ Budget.
Phase 2
• Property, plant and equipment clean-up and reconciliation;
• Supply chain management improvements;
• Inventory review and management;
• Revenue management and enhancement;
• Development of a long term financial plan; and
• Assistance with general accounting and day-to-day activities where capacity gaps existed.
Again, although not all outcomes where achieved, the
above focused intervention resulted in improved credit rating, cash in bank and improved audit opinion even though
full support was not present at certain levels. Here again
several interventions were modelled off-system and should
these have been done on a single integrated platform the
transformation and improvements could have been more
permanent and sustainable.
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11. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In conclusion, embarking on a transformational journey and improving the viability and credit worthiness of municipalities
is challenging but possible as can be seen from the two case studies above. However, to make the transformation permanent
and long lasting, the following critical success factors should be noted:
• There must be a will to make a difference and this must be aim of all key role-players;
• Make use of external support, who have mastered these processes and have best practices and capacity in place – these
systems exist externally;
• There should be support for the processes from all and may require changes to policy and resource allocation;
• Provide resources and capacity in the short term – nothing worse than having a plan that cannot be implemented;
• Drive the process hard and monitor regularly – especially at leadership level; and
• Be decisive in corrective measures even though some may be unpleasant.
Once the credit worthiness improves, confidence and investment improves and then so to, does job creation, economic
development and a better quality of live for citizens.
Finally, given the complexity of the legislative requirements and the lack of capacity at municipalities, it is imperative that
external support be provided to get the basic systems and processes in place across all municipalities, and while municipalities focus on their core constitutional mandates.
These support systems and processes should ideally be provided and managed at a central level and include several municipalities at the same time, that ensures every potential revenue stream and source of revenue is identified and there is a move
to ‘boundary-less’ planning to optimise economic development and revenue generation and economies of scale and hence
cost reductions and efficiencies.

Prepared by:
Aneel Radhakrishna
Executive Chairman
Akhile Management and Consulting (Pty) Ltd
South Africa
Email: aneel@akhile.co.za
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12. Interest earned on funds deposited,
13. Graduated tax (GT) that was scrapped and stop in
2007/2008.
14. Donations

Submitted by Mr NELSON Koroo; UCLG Africa
Country Correspondent, UGANDA.

Background
Uganda adopted a policy of decentralization in 1992,
where Central government devolved functions and powers
to local governments to ensure good governance and democratic participation in decision making in some strategies for poverty reduction and to improve service delivery
to people at the villages.
Planning and budgeting for revenue was one of the critical
functions devolved to local governments; to identify new
sources of local revenue, enumerate and assess taxpayers,
collect all assessed revenues budget the estimated collection for service delivery and account for it to the public and
central government.

The trend of local revenue generation between
2005/2006 to 2011/2012.
The Constitution of the Republic of Uganda, 1995, established Local Government Finance Commission (LGFC),
(article 194). The Local Government Finance Commission; advices the President on and allocation to each local
government of all matters concerning the distribution of
revenue between the Central Government and local governments of monies out of the Consolidated funds, in
consultation with National Planning Authority considers
and recommends to President the amount to be allocated
as the equalization and conditional grants and their allocation to each local government, consider and
recommend to the President potential sources of revenues
for local governments, advise the local governments on
appropriate tax levels to be levied.
According to the data available in the Local Government
Finance Commission between financial years 2005/2006
to 2011/2012, the trend of consolidated local revenue performance in all local governments in Uganda is as below in

The major sources of revenue collected by local
governments
1. Property tax/rates
2. Market dues/fees,
3. Park fees (Taxis, buses, lorries and cars),
4. Land based charges (premium, ground rent, plot allocation fees, surveying charges),
5. Trading licenses,
6. Permits for business operations (adverts, shows, professional and consultancy services, drug and pharmaceutical
firms)
7. Royalties,
8. Local service tax (LST) on gainful employment,
9. Local hotel tax (LHT) paid by hotel guests per night to
the local government in are of jurisdiction,
10. Cess fees on produce bought or exported from the local
market,
11. Registration fees on businesses, birth & death and marriage certificates,

Ugandan Shillings (Exchange rate US$1 : UG Shs 2,550);
Table showing trend of consolidated local revenue performance (UG Shs ,000).
SOURCE

2005/2006

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

2009/2010

2010/2011

2011/2012

Property
tax

26,716,387

37,817,156

28,486,603

24,935,686

45,597,944

31,557,087

29,289,945

User fees

23,095,924

20,945,588

64,854,246

33,153,423

39,923,598

21,975,206

20,931,123

Licenses

12,205,937

11,778,524

13,478,964

9,170,869

13,368,894

6,564,179

15,559,527

27,781,041

23,684,109

9,064,925

43,481,781

Others
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46,626,491

33,221,782

43,478,222

GT

10,865,8714

,429,273

----------

----------

----------

----------

LHT

----------

----------

----------

984,8671

LST

----------

TOTAL

100,665,16
39

---------8,654,652

----------

3,838,412

,495,594
9,194,611

----------

928,320

1,163,667

6,542,312

7,115,367

115,064,925 118,709,75
11 42,802425 111,045,327117,541,410
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iv. All local governments have limited capacities in staffing
and administrative procedures to collect more local revenues,
v. Poor local revenue records management by both the tax
payers and local governments,
vi. Poor service delivery by local governments due to insufficient funds, to accelerate economic activities and encourage taxpayers pay more taxes,
vii. Insufficient funding of local revenue enhancement
activities by local governments as per their Local Revenue
Enhancement Plans.,
Best practices in local revenue mobilization;
Best practices define “those methods and ways of generating and mobilizing local revenues that effectively use the
scarce resources available in a least cost- effective means to
comply and maximize the revenue collection”.
The following have been proved to be “best practices” in
Uganda;
1) Establishment of local revenue databases through innovative and transparent systems of identification, enumeration, assessment, collection and recording of local revenue
is a better approach,
2) Privatization of local revenue collections through Public
Private Partnership generates more revenue collection than
being collected by the local governments,
3) Provision of incentives for local revenue collections increases performance through hard work with honesty and
dedications,
4) Tax awareness through sensitization and education encourages current and potential tax payers to respond and
increase local revenue yield,
5) Formation of taskforce for local revenue mobilization
using Local Revenue Enhancement Plan increases revenue
collection,

The local revenue potentials as in the approved estimates/Budgets of local governments in
FY2010/2011;
1. The property rate/tax has an estimated potential of UG
Shillings 106 billion in one financial year if well managed,
however most central government and other higher local
government properties, all owner occupied properties and
cultural and religious institutions properties are exempted
by the Local Government Rating Act, 2005.
2. The User Charges/fees like market dues, park fees has a
potential to generate UG Shillings 72 billion.
3. Business licenses has a potential to generate UG Shillings 36billion.
4. LHT and LST have a potential to generate UG Shillings
12billion and each raising UG Shillings 6 billion.
5. While other local revenue sources generate some significant amounts.
The main challenges in the administration of local revenues by
local governments;
i. ineffective legal provisions.
Most laws governing local revenue administration are
not favorable; The Local Government (Rating) Act 2005
exempts most properties, the Trade Licensing Act 2000,
sets very lower trade license rates to match the current
business capacities, the Local Government Act (Cap 243)
does not provide for effective mobilization of LST, LHT
and others,
ii. unfavorable policies for local revenue collection; rate determinations, tax base assessment due to absence of proper
data like financial statement, income details and extend of
operation,
iii. Insufficient data on most revenue sources to benchmark
performance in all local governments,
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6) Proper management of the local revenue collected to deliver better services demanded by local people increases local
revenue collections,
7) Exchange visits by local government leaders allows benchmarking and copying of better practices elsewhere for increasing
local revenue collections,
8) Frequent monitoring of local revenue management activities and prompt evaluation of performances help local governments to safe guard against loop holes in local revenue management practices like; leakages, poor performance, poor attitude
of staff and tax payers, poor recordings and accountabilities,
9) Easing local revenue payment methods by diversifications; direct bank payments, mobile money transfer tools, many bank
accounts in different banks to avoid overcrowding.

Some strategic interventions to enhance local revenues in local governments;
1) The LGFC established a policy coordination on local revenue initiatives in 2002 and its main tasks are to coordinate and
support the development of conducive decisions and policies regarding local revenue assessment rates, enhancing capacities
of local governments to effectively and efficiently generate and manage sustainable local revenues,
2) Creation of inventory of Best Practices in local revenue mobilization and generation. The inventory provides a line of
options and procedures to be taken to improve local revenue collection and management as; tax awareness, outsourcing/
privatization of collections, computerization of tax payers’ database, exchange visits, and continuous collection of relevant
data on local revenues,
3) Strengthen Public Private Partnership in local revenue administration especially tendering/contract managements at reasonable reserve prices, awarding to highest bidders who have capacity to manage the contract,
4) Provision of seed capital to undertake local revenue enhancement activities like property valuation, business census, tax
education and sensitization, business mapping and database consolidation in computers, training of revenue management
staff, developing revenue generating facilities like markets under Markets Agriculture Improvement Projects (MATIP), bus
terminals, abattoirs, good roads under Uganda Support to Municipal Infrastructure Developments (USMID) and Uganda
Road Fund, National Agricultural Advisory Services (NAADs), Micro Finance Support to small scale entrepreneurs.

This trend shows poor local revenue collection against the potentials determined through the Approved
Budget Estimates for all local governments in Uganda.
The strategic interventions are expected to break down the constraints in the local revenue collection ,
however, this is facing stiff challenges from the worsening poverty situations of the majority population compared to very
few entrepreneurs who can afford to pay more and more local taxes.
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Presented by Mr Nelson KOROO, UCLG Africa Country Correspondent- UGANDA.
Local Hotel Tax (LHT) is one of the new local taxes introduced by the Local Governments (Amendments) Act,
2008 in Uganda.
The term “Hotel” refers to hotels, lodges, guesthouses,
inns whose rooms are rented out to guests per night after
being granted operation permits by Local Government
LOCAL HOTEL TAX, A GOLDEN TREASURE TO MUNICIPALITIES/CITIES.
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five star hotels with large number of guests every day.
Most Municipalities in Uganda have hotels that charge less
than US$4 per room per night and therefore, paying LHT
of US$0.4 per room per night.
The challenges of LHT collections in Uganda;
1. There is high level of misunderstanding LHT as an additional income tax on hotel owners rather than consumption tax on guests,
2. The hotel owners are not trustworthy in keeping records
and collecting LHT from the guests, this has complicated
follow-ups and enforcements by Local Governments,
3. Some guests refuse to pay the LHT as they assume it’s an
extra charge imposed on them by the hotel management,
4. Most hotel managements request city/municipal authorities to attach their staff to their hotels to collect the tax,
5. Most hotel managements collect LHT and do not issue
receipts to their guests, hence embezzling the collections,
6. Most cities/municipalities do not print LHT receipts
to be issued to hotel managements for the collections and
easy accountabilities,
7. LHT has been politicized by guests who pay, as it discourages guests from booking in hotels that strictly collects
it,
8. LHT charging has been proved to discourage tourists
and other seasonal guests who could not budget it earlier,
9. Many organizations that book hotels for their guests feel
cheated by hotel managements because LHT is not reflected in the hotel room rates,
10. The LHT has no enforcement laws and procedures,
hence Local Governments rely on Mutual Understandings
with the hotel owners and arrears cannot be claimed or
remitted,
However, with good bye-laws and high compliance from
hotel owners, LHT is a tax that could yield great local revenue to Local Governments all over the world and therefore, it is worth trying or improving on.
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Over view on Fiscal Decentralisation in Mozambique - Eduardo Jossias Nguenha

1. Introduction

In 1997 Mozambique embarked on a process of municipalization. Law number 2/97 of February 18 established
the legal framework transforming cities and villages into
municipalities organizing from that year onwards the election of mayors and local assembly members. Hence, the
population from those parts of the country has been given
political power to elect their local leaders or authorities.
Coupled to that power of governing their territories, municipalities have been given responsibilities and competencies
to deliver a certain number of public services at different
domains and were endowed with administrative, financial
and assets autonomy, given the fact that they should plan
and budget their activities, approve them and mobilize resources locally. From that period (1997) up to now, municipalities have periodically held elections and the number of
municipalities has increased from 33 to 53 in 2014.
On the other hand, in 2003 another wave of restructuring
of the public administration took place within the government , with the establishment of new principles and standards in terms of organization, competencies and functioning of the State’s local organs at the provincial, district,
and administrative post and locality levels. According to
Law number 8/2003 of May 19, although these lower levels of government have now deep responsibilities in terms
of capacity to plan and deliver public services they assume
in representation of the central government, and this is
why their leaders are appointed.
The two laws (Law number 2/97 and Law number 8/2003)
institutionalize simultaneously two types of decentralisation in the country, namely: political decentralisation or
devolution for the case of municipalisation and administrative decentralisation, or deconcentration for the case of
state local organs (provinces, districts and localities).

According to the National Constitution (Articles 7 and
8), Mozambique is a unitary state divided into provinces,
districts, administrative posts, localities and settlements
(povoações) and it respects the autonomy principle of
municipalities (organs of local power). The country has
11 provinces including the capital city (Maputo) which are
in total divided into 150 districts; these are divided into
a total of 405 administrative posts, and these are divided
in turn into 1,042 localities (www.mae.gov.mz, accessed
on October 11, 2014). The exact number of settlements
is unknown and the Government through the Ministry
of State Administration is currently engaged in a survey.
Additionally, Mozambique has 53 municipalities which
are provincial capital cities, urban centres of districts, or
administrative posts.
The Mozambican public administration is structured
based on principles of decentralization and deconcentration (Article 250 of the Constitution). According to those
principles, the Constitution of the Republic of Mozambique created the so-called Local Organs of State (Article
262) made up of provinces, districts, administrative posts,
localities and settlements and the Organs of Local Power
made up of municipalities (article 272).
Provinces are headed by governors appointed by the President of Mozambique, and the districts are headed by
administrators appointed by the Minister of State Administration. Administrative posts are headed by chiefs also
appointed by the Minister of State Administration. The
chiefs of localities and settlements are appointed by the
governor of their province. In contrast, mayors are elected
through universal suffrage, and local assembly members
are also elected.
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Over view on Fiscal Decentralisation in Mozambique - Eduardo Jossias Nguenha
Since devolution has the biggest number of features of fiscal decentralization, in this paper we focus our discussion
on municipalities because their have autonomy and fiscal
power instead of provinces and districts. In that way we
hope to contribute to the current debate within “United
Cities and Local Governments-Africa” on how their members should increase their own revenues, and hence their
autonomy, by enhancing the revenues collection and administration capacity, in a way to meet local service and
infrastructure demands.
The document is divided into four parts, namely: this introduction; (ii) Expenditure and Revenue Assignment; (iii)
Municipal Public Finance; and (iv) Final remarks.

presidents elected by universal suffrage for five-year terms.
Therefore, the provinces and the districts are like a central
government extension with powers «delegated» and constitute the so-called local state agencies and municipalities
are local government authorities. For this study we call
provinces, districts and municipalities the various elements
of local governments, under the two decentralization processes: deconcentration and devolution.
Figure 1 illustrates the two forms of ongoing decentralization in the country, both elapsing concomitantly. The local
state organs (provinces and districts) have a wide range
of decentralized responsibilities that spread from general
administrative functions, through the local development
programs, planning and budgeting for specific public goods
and service delivery such as water supply, public transport,
basic education, primary health care, recreation, culture
and tourism, rehabilitation of roads and bridges, public cemeteries, slaughterhouses, markets and fairs, reforestation,
planting and maintenance of shade trees, construction and
maintenance of streets in urban areas and roads in rural
areas, solid waste management, including hospitals and
toxic waste, public sanitation, street lighting, gardening,
playgrounds and other public parks, and public latrines.
Municipalities have the same responsibilities in their territories.2
How are these responsibilities funded? On the side of local
state organs, funding for provincial and district responsibilities is guaranteed by:
• Budget transfers from the central budget to finance current expenditures and capital;
• Shared revenues from fees, licenses and others charges by
the local authorities;
• Donations.

2. Expenditures and Revenues Assignment
To facilitate understanding of the dynamics of this country’s
decentralization process, let’s start simply. Mozambique is
a unitary country, divided into eleven provinces, including
the capital city (Maputo), with a total population of 20.6
million with an estimated annual growth rate somewhat similar to that of 2% (INE, 2007). The provinces are divided
into districts: these are in turn divided into administrative
posts which in turn are subdivided into these localities and
finally into villages. The provinces are headed by governors
appointed by the president and the districts are managed
by administrators appointed by the Minister of State Administration. The locations are run by chiefs, also appointed by the Minister of State Administration. The heads of
localities and settlements are appointed by the governor of
the respective province. Cities provincial capitals and other
urban areas of the country (cities and towns) make up the
fifty-three municipalities, so integrating them within the
territories of the provinces and districts or by limits with
the districts and localities. The municipalities are headed by
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territories.2
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Budget transfers from the central budget to finance current expenditures and capital;
Shared revenues from fees, licenses and others charges by the local authorities;
Donations.

Figure 1: Overview of Fiscal Decentralization in Mo-
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Matola - urban
(iii) City of Xai-Xai
culture, health
and partneror
action;
(iv) City
tice
requires
thetransport;
establishment
of - education,
a financing
agreement
contract
of Chibuto - education, culture, health and social work); and (v) City of Pemba - education and health.
Recently, theIn
Government,
the project of cities
and climate
change,
to be hiring
program.
practice,through
municipalities
provide
much
of announced
typical local
ecotechnical assistance to support the transfer of functions and responsibilities to local authorities.
nomic services, such as public provision of water services, roads, solid
3
waste management, and maintenance of green spaces, among others.
The government adopts gradualism as a principle of decentralization
through which the number of municipalities and responsibilities may
be increased. In fact, from 1997 to 2014 the number of municipalities
increased from 33 to 53 and the following municipalities had agreed with
the central government to a transfer of functions as indicated (MAE,
2013): (i) City of Maputo - education, health, urban transport, trade
and industry; (ii) City of Matola - urban transport; (iii) City of XaiXai - education, culture, health and partner action; (iv) City of Chibuto
- education, culture, health and social work); and (v) City of Pemba education and health. Recently, the Government, through the project of
cities and climate change, announced to be hiring technical assistance to
support the transfer of functions and responsibilities to local authorities.
2

Table 1: Nation Tax System

Table 1: Nation Tax System
Type of Tax

Determine tax base

Power or competence to:
Determine tax rate Collect and manage
revenues

1. National tax system
Income taxes (IRPS, IRPC)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Value added tax (IVA)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Specific consumption tax (ICE)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Customs duties
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Stamp tax
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Inheritance and gift tax (doações e sucessões)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
National reconstruction tax /poll tax (IRN)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Micro enterprises /tax payers) tax (ISPC)
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Special tax for game
Central government
Central government CG through Tax Authority
Fees, licences and tariffs
Central government
Central government CG at its all levels
2. Municipal tax system
Property tax (IPRA)
Central government
Central government Municipality
Property transaction tax (SISA)
Central government
Central government Municipality
Municipal poll tax (IPA)
Central government
Central government Municipality
Vehicle tax
Central government
Central government Municipality
Business tax (type of business fee)
Central government
Central government Municipality
Contribution to improvements
Central government
Central government Municipality
Fees, licences and tariffs
Central government
Mun with limits
Municipality
Source: own elaboration based on Law # 15/2002, of March 26, and law # 1/2008, of January 16.

3. Municipal Public Finance

3. Municipal Public Finance

To face up to such decentralized responsibilities, the
government empowered municipalities with the right to

To face up to such decentralized responsibilities, the government empowered municipalities
with the right to collect taxes and non-taxes revenues (as indicated in Table 1). Municipalities
also benefit from a fiscal transfer system and the possibility to borrow (see Table 2).
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to collect taxes and non-taxes revenues (as indicated in
Table 1). Municipalities also benefit from a fiscal transfer system and the possibility to borrow (see Table 2).
Table
2:Local
Local
revenue
sources
Table 2:
revenue
sources
Own revenues

Tax revenues

Non-tax
revenues (fees
and licenses)
Transfers
Transfers and
other revenues

Poll tax (head tax) (IPA)
Property tax (IPRA)
Vehicle tax (IAV)
Property transaction tax (SISA)
Business tax (TAE)
Fees
Licenses

-

Unconditional transfers (Municipal
compensation fund, FCA and Local
investment initiative fund)
Designated or earmarked funds (road fund,
urban poverty reduction fund, and others
varying from municipality to municipality)
Donations (ex. Funds for municipal
development programs such as P13,
PROGOV, PADEM, PDM, CITIES ALLIANCE
- Cities without Slums).
Foreign credit contracted by central
government to fund local government
development programs (ex. PROMAPUTO,
Cities and Climate Change).

-

Other sources of
finance

Source: author

-

-

sources. This performance can be explained by a high decentralisation of responsibilities compared with a limited
local tax system and sometimes with a very poor local economic base. This is consistent with UCLG reports (GOLD
I and II) indicating that “autonomy is highly constrained in
most of Africa…and local governments have limited or no
authority to introduce new taxes, and to decide on some or
all tax rates, fees, and user charges” (UCGL, 2008; 2010).

limited local tax system and sometimes with a very poor local economic base. This is consistent
with UCLG reports (GOLD I and II) indicating that “autonomy is highly constrained in most of
Africa…and local
governments
have /
limited
or no authority
to introduce new taxes, and to
Own
revenue
recurrent
expenditures
decide on some or all tax rates, fees, and user charges” (UCGL, 2008; 2010).

Graph 1:
ratio

Graph 1: Own revenue / recurrent expenditures ratio

Sustainability: own revenues / recurrent expenditures
(average 2005-2009 by municipality)
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expected
that municipalities maximize their financial
on Mozambican municipal finance are very few, official reports are dispersed, and
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enough.
As graph 1 shows, municipalities are far from generating
autonomy
increasing
revenue.
sufficient resources to cover their expenditures as the own revenue / recurrent expenditure ratio
is about 65% with on
a variation
from 20% to 78%
(see Graph 1) finance
. Tax revenues
16% of the
Publications
Mozambican
municipal
arearevery
total own revenues and 84% are non-tax revenue (fees and licenses) (Nguenha et al, 2012:
208-210).
This isreports
a structural
deficiency
of local governments
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problem
of fiscal
few,
official
are
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and figures
area not
deresponsibility since revenues from taxes are very low compared to other sources. This
performance
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by a high
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of responsibilities compared
tailed
enough.
As graph
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are farwith a
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Source: Nguenha, et al (2012)
Secondly, Mozambican municipalities are not exploring the entire existing fiscal potential (see
Secondly,
Mozambican
aretaxnot
exploring
graph
2). Few municipalities
collect municipalities
revenues from property
(IPRA)
and from the property
transaction tax (IASISA), since for the moment only the city of Maputo out of 53 municipalities
the
entire
existing
fiscal
potential
(see
graph
2).
Few
munithat has a coherent property database but even so with a very low coverage rate of about 14%
(Nguenha
et al,collect
2014). revenues from property tax (IPRA) and
cipalities

from the property transaction tax (IASISA), since for the
moment only the city of Maputo out of 53 municipalities
that has a coherent property database but even so with a
very low coverage rate of about 14% (Nguenha et al, 2014).
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due to a lack of investment in quality and coverage for property registration (cadastre or property database), and to a
Graph 2: Taxes and fees collected as percentage of potential
potential
lack of institutional capacity to manage tax issues and land
management;
• Effectiveness and efficiency are low and municipalities
lack transparency in the collection and administration of
revenues from the property tax, property transaction tax
and from DUAT, and local authorities have shown institutional incapacity to avoid corruption and fiscal evasion.
b) Fiscal Transfers
The fiscal transfer system as indicated in the table 2 is
based on unconditional and earmarked transfers, namely:
• Municipal Compensation Fund (FCA);
Source: Weimer, 2012
• Municipal initiative investment Fund (FIIA);
Again,
UCLG (2008),
when
referringwhen
to property
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saidtaxation
that although
Again,
UCLG
(2008),
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• Road Fund (FE);
challenges,
said
that
although
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• Urban Poverty Reduction Strategy Fund (PERPU);
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from property tax
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government
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so in many
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in 100% of municipalities. Weimer (2012, 2012: 385-389),
municipality, weighing at 75%; and (b) a respective land
when analyzing the municipal fiscal effort, concluded that:
area, with a 25% weight. FIIA is intended to fund local
• Fiscal effort to collect property tax, poll tax, property
investments and its calculation should be indicated on an
transaction tax and land licensing (direitos de uso e apro
7
annual
basis in the national budget. This means that there
veitamento da terra – DUAT) is limited and this is partly

Graph 2:Taxes and fees collected as percentage of
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is no specific formula for this transfer, at least defined by
law, but practice show that it is calculated based on the
same criteria as FCA. Both FCA and FIIA take into
account the number of inhabitants of the city, seeking a
certain equalization across the territory: This means that
there is a wish to solve the problem of horizontal imbalance between municipalities.
PERPU was introduced in 2010 to support vulnerable
people, but people who are economically active and who
have no access to bank loans or other credit from formal
financial institutions. This population group must include
(i) youth; (ii) women - heads of households, including widows; (iii) enterprising people in general; and (iv) disabled
persons with ability to work. This fund benefits only to
municipalities that are within the category of provincial
capital city. Each municipality is allocated a fixed amount
of 7 million meticais plus a variable amount according to
(i) the specific area of the city, with a 10% weight; (ii) the
population size, weighing in at 40%; (iii) the incidence of
urban poverty, with a weight of 40%; and (iv) the revenue
collection capacity, with a 10% weight.
Importantly, the FE and the PERPU are not explicitly
listed in the Municipal Finance Act. The criteria for its
determination or calculation are defined by ministerial regulations. This makes the transfer unpredictable and municipalities subject to Central Government discretion. In
fact, the lack of objectiveness and objective criteria in fiscal
transfer’s calculation can enlarge the field of discretion of
the Government in the allocation of resources to municipalities and hinder the predictability needed for planning
by the municipalities themselves.

economic activities in the municipal areas, taking into
account the fact that municipalities are the prime entity
responsible for the provision of local infrastructure and
for the management of the territory. Such concerns are
related, for example, to how the Government could share
revenues from the operation of port, road and aeronautical
activities; the use of public spaces and of the subsoil by
communication companies (e.g. fiber), and the tourist tax
that was deliberately repealed by the previous legislature.
These funding sources could be shared with municipalities.
c) Municipal Borrowing
In addition to the own revenues and transfers, loans are allowed as an extraordinary procedure and may be used: (a)
for their application in productive investments and social
and cultural investments; (b) in financing extraordinary
expenses necessary for the repair of damage that occur
in public calamity and (c) for the satisfaction of financing
needs of local authorities, due to the financial balance of
a previously executed contract. Municipalities may take
out short-term loans from national credit institutions in
order to overcome occasional cash flow difficulties, without, however, exceeding in any case an amount that is
the equivalent of three twelfths of the money that each
player places in FCA transfers. The loans must necessarily
be paid back by the end of the fiscal year. Taking out multiannual amortization loans depends on an approval by the
Minister of Finance.
Even with funding difficulties, few municipalities use this
funding mechanism. Recent cases were reported by the
municipalities of Matola and Xai-Xai who took out bank
loans to finance equipment and road maintenance machinery (ex. Backhoes, shovels and trucks-cylinder of solid
waste collection) due to the calamity caused by torrential

Another issue, practically less explored so far, is the possibility for the government to share funding sources from
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In general, the tax system is adequate; however, the level
of use by the municipalities is quite low, which puts into
question the autonomy and effective financial sustainability. The municipalities operate, on average, 24% of the
local tax potential which shows a very low tax effort that
raises the opportunity cost of making investments and of
providing basic services to citizens. The main argument
of the low tax potential operating capacity has been weak
technical
and human capacity to develop systems and other creative
forms of revenue collection. Own revenues cover less than
50 percent of recurrent expenditures, and the real figure
is even much lower when considering other recurrent expenditures such as road maintenance, solid waste management, maintenance markets, green spaces, inter alia.
Fiscal transfers, with the exception of the municipal compensation fund, is characterized by not having clear and
objective criteria (formula) for determining amounts of
each type of transfers, a fact that increases the Government’s discretion in the allocation of resources and hampers the predictability needed for planning by municipalities. The challenge consist therefore in rethinking a more
adequate system of intergovernmental fiscal transfers, in
giving specific formulas for each type of transfer, and in
establishing the system as a whole in the law on municipal finance. The rethinking of the intergovernmental fiscal
transfer system includes the possibility of the Government
considering the sharing of sources of funds resulting from
economic activities in the municipal areas, such as the
revenues generated from the operation of port, road and
aeronautical activities; the use of public spaces and of the
subsoil by communication companies (e.g. fiber), and the
tourist tax, among other things, since the development of
these activities requires the municipal intervention to provide services (for example, road maintenance).

rains that occurred between 2012 and 2013; the city of XaiXai took out a 12 million meticais loan in 2012 through
leasing and managed to pay only 25 percent of the value
and the remaining 75 percent secured by the central government, in order to ensure compliance with the municipality’s obligations. The city of Matola contracted 10 million meticais and completed the repayment with its own
revenues. The national press reported in August 2014 that
the City of Nampula was in the process of getting a bank
loan in the order of 65.7 million meticais for the purchase
of 40 buses for the municipal public transport company to
reimburse a nominal interest rate of 14.75 % in three years
(newspaper O País, edition of August 14, 2014).

4. Final Remarks

In conclusion, Mozambique is a unitary state implementing a «dual» process of decentralization where the
devolution and deconcentration occur simultaneously.
Deconcentration has been a strategy consisting in empowering districts whose centers are turning into municipalities in the context of the principle of gradualism.
The principle of gradualism adopted for decentralization
is interpreted as a mechanism of increasing devolution
by increasing the number of municipalities and their
responsibilities. Deconcentration that gained substance
from 2003 with the establishment of the law of local organs of state serves as a «field» of preparing urban centers
(district centers) that later «graduate” into municipalities. The government shows consistency in this regard,
since in each term of municipal governance ten small
urban centers (district centers) are transformed into new
municipalities.
On the side of devolution, municipalities have clear functions in terms of revenue sharing and assignment under
the legal framework.
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Finally, we conclude by saying that fiscal decentralization in Mozambique is creating an opportunity for local governments to
promote local economic development and to improve the citizens’ quality of life within limits that every developing country
faces, that is to say a limited local economic base coupled with a limited fiscal transfer system. We understand that decentralization is a process and, as such, remains alive the dream that one day Mozambique will have a sustainable fiscal decentralization, with a de facto autonomous local government.
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